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ABSTRACT

DNA that stores genetic information is frequently damaged in cells. The DNA
bases carrying an exocyclic amino group [adenine (A), guanine (G), cytosine (C)]
encounter deamination even under physiological conditions. Xanthine (X) and the newly
discovered oxanine (O) are derived from deamination of guanine; they are potentially
cytotoxic and mutagenic lesions. However, in yeast and eukaryotes, studies on the
enzymatic repair of these lesions are limited.
In the yeast, Schizosaccharomyces pombe thymine-DNA glycosylase (Spo TDG)
is homologous to human thymine-DNA glycosylase (hTDG), an enzyme that removes
thymine from T/G pair. It was reported that Spo TDG contains uracil DNA glycosylase
and hypoxanthine DNA glycosylase activity (Nucl. Acids Res. 31: 2261). In the present
study, we examined the repair activity of the Spo TDG for four deaminated lesions:
xanthine, oxanine, uracil (U) and inosine (I) by using synthetic lesion-containing
oligonucleotide substrates. The cleavage analyses with the double and single
oligonucleotide substrates revealed that Spo TDG could remove X, I and U relatively
efficiently with no preference to opposite base. The order of the Spo TDG glycosylase
activity for these deaminated lesions was found to be X>I>U>O. Spo TDG is the first
glycosylase in the yeast that catalyses the removal of xanthine and oxanine. To
investigate the mechanism for this broader substrate specificity from Spo TDG, we
performed mutational analysis in motifs of Spo TDG and revealed functional role of
L157, S163, G288, I289, and S291 in determining substrate specificity.
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So far, AAG is the only glycosylase that was reported to repair oxanine and
xanthine in mammalian system. Here, we report our recent findings on addition oxanine
DNA glycosylase (ODG) and xanthine DNA glycosylase (XDG) activity in Aag
knockout mice tissues and other mammalian tissues. Data obtained from DNA cleavage
assay using the purified glycosylases demonstrated that hSMUG1 and hNEIL1 contained
weak but detectable ODG activities. hSMUG1 also showed weak XDG activity.
Moreover, during the purification of the new XDG from pig tissues, we found major
additional XDG activity from unknown protein(s), the protein(s) are being identified in
our group.
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CHAPTER ONE
DNA DAMAGE, GENERAL DNA REPAIR AND
REPAIR OF DEAMINATED LESIONS
I. Introduction
DNA is constantly insulted by endogenous and environmental DNA damaging
reagents. However, cells are equipped with various mechanisms to repair DNA damage.
In the first part of this chapter, the sources of DNA damage are reviewed. In the second
part of this chapter, several types of DNA repair is introduced with an emphasis on DNA
base excision repair, which is related to my research. My current study focuses on the
repair of deaminated DNA lesions. In the third part of this chapter, I will discuss the
properties and repair of four deaminated bases (uracil, hypoxanthine, oxanine and
xanthine) in detail.

II. Causes of DNA damage
The cause of DNA damage and the biological consequences of DNA lesions in
cells have been studied for sometime. Generally, cells are exposed to DNA damage
agents produced endogenously or in the environment. The resulting DNA damage, if not
repaired, contribute to mutagenesis, carcinogenesis and aging.
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A. Endogenous cause of DNA damage
Endogenous causes of DNA damage induce the occurrence of the lesions with a
level of one million lesions per day per genome [1]. Among these causes, DNA
depurination, deamination and damage cause by ROS are the major sources. DNA
deamination, which is closely related to my current study, will be discussed in section IV.
Other endogenous causes of DNA damage will be discussed in brief in the following
section.
1. DNA depurination
In vitro assay indicated that DNA may be depurinated by the water attack under
physiological condition. DNA depurination causes hydrolysis of the glycosylic bond, and
leads to the formation of abasic sites in DNA [2]. The mutagenic abasic site, which is
found to be presented in cellular DNA with a steady level of 5,000-10,000 lesions per cell
per day [3], could direct the incorporation of deoxyadenosine opposite it and cause the
G→T or A→T transversions [4].
2. DNA misincorporation by DNA polymerases
The primary function of DNA polymerases is to guarantee the fidelity of DNA
replication. On the other hand, DNA polymerases may result in the incorporation errors
during DNA replication or DNA repair [5]. In mammalian cells, DNA polymerase ß, a
polymerase involved in DNA repair, commits misincorporation with the error rate of one
in five thousand nucleotides; DNA polymerases δ and ε, the polymerases associated with
DNA replication, commit misincorporation with an error rate of one in ten million
nucleotides [6].
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3. DNA methylation
DNA may be methylated endogenously by small molecules such as Sadenosylmethionine [7]. Among the methylated adducts, 7-methylguanine (7-meG) is
produced at the highest frequency; it could be persistent at the steady state level of ≈
3000 lesions per cell. However, it has been reported that 7-meG is relatively harmless
because it doesn’t show obvious miscoding properties [8]. In contrast, 3-methyladenine
(3-meA), which is formed endogenously at a rate of a few hundred residues per day,
creates blocks to DNA replication [9,10].
4. DNA damage caused by reactive oxygen species
Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are one of the major endogenous sources of DNA
damage. It has been estimated that nearly 20,000 bases in DNA are damaged by ROS in
each human cell per day [11]. Reactive oxygen species are generated in a wide range of
cellular processes including respiration, hydroxylation of steroids, cell injury and
inflammation. The reactive molecules include hydrogen peroxide, superoxide and
hydroxyl radicals. Of these, hydroxyl radicals are the most reactive species that cause
most damages [12]. They attack C8 of purines to form 7,8-dihydro- 8-oxo- 2'deoxyguanosine (8-oxoG) [13], attack C5-C6 double bond of pyrimidines to form glycol
and pyrimidines hydrates [14], and attack C8-C5 of purines to form 8,5'-cyclopurine
deoxynucleosides [15]. These damaged bases, if not repaired, will cause mutation during
DNA replication or block DNA replication [16].
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B. Environment cause of DNA damage
DNA is vulnerable when cells are exposed to chemical and physical reagents. The
resulting DNA damages induce DNA mutation. The following section focuses on the
major DNA damage reagents in environment and the consequences of the resulting DNA
damages.
1. DNA damage caused by UV radiation
Dimeric pyrimidines are the major photoproduct of UV radiation such as the UVB
and UVA radiation [17], and have been detected in the irradiated Chinese hamster ovary
cells with distribution of 5 lesions in 108 nucleotides per J m−2 [18]. In addition, a recent
study has detected the formation of 7,8-dihydro-2′-deoxyguanosine (8-oxodGuo) in
irradiated cells [19]. In the absence of repair, G/C to A/T transition is the most prevalent
UV induced mutation found at dimeric pyrimidines. However, C/G to A/T transversion,
the typical class of mutation caused by 8-oxoGua, is seldom detected within either human
or CHO cells upon exposure to UV radiation [17].
2. DNA damage by ionization radiation
Cells are exposed to low doses of ionization radiation frequently during air travel
or from areas of low-level contamination [20]. Early studies indicated that ionization
radiation such as X-rays could induce genomic instability [20]. Ionizing radiation induces
two types of DNA lesions: isolated DNA lesions and closely spaced lesions. Isolated
DNA lesions, which are located at a long distance from each other, include single strand
breaks (SSBs) [21], oxidized bases (e.g. 8-oxodGuo) [22], and abasic sites [23]. Isolated
DNA lesions are repaired efficiently in cells [24]. Closely spaced lesions include double-
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strand breaks (DSBs) containing two or more SSBs on opposing strands at a short
distance of 10-20 bp, DSBs induce cluster DNA lesions. In contrast to SSBs, it was
hypothesized that clustered DNA damage is poorly repaired. They induced the cytotoxic
mutations and chromosomal instability, which are believed to lead to cancer in humans
[25-27].
3. DNA damage cause by chemical reagents
Chemical reagents induced DNA damage can occur through cigarette smoke
exposure, occupational exposures and environmental exposures (in food, atmosphere,
detergents, cosmetics, etc.). For example, alkylating agents such as ethylnitrosourea
(ENU), methylnitrosourea (MNU) and ethylmethanesulfonate (EMS) attack the
nucleophilic centers of DNA, and form mutagenic derivatives including O6-alkyl G and
O4-alkyl T [28,29]. It was demonstrated that alkylating agents induce G/C to A/ T
mutations preferentially [29]. Vinyl chloride is another DNA damaging reagent which
gives rise to the mutant N6-εdA, N4-εdC [30], and N2,3-εdG [31].

III. DNA Repair
As mentioned above, DNA is continuously assaulted by various reagents ranging
from by-products of metabolism to environmental exposures. However, cells are
equipped with several surveillance mechanisms to maintain genomic integrity. After
DNA damage occurs, cells sense the DNA damage and execute a set of events including
the activation of transcription factors. The activated transcription factors promote
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expressions of many genes that are involved in cellular events such as DNA repair.
Several types of DNA repair are introduced in the next section.

A. Base excision repair (BER)
Dr. Tomas Lindahl discovered BER in 1974 when he was researching the
enzymatic activity to repair deaminated cytosine [32]. Although BER is the simplest
DNA repair pathway among the DNA repair process, it is a versatile pathway to repair
most endogenous DNA lesions including deamination, alkylation and oxidative damage.
1. Base excision repair (BER) pathway
There are two types of BER: Short-patch repair (SP-BER) and Long-patch BER
(LP-BER). SP-BER is refered to the repair initiated by excision of the 1 nucleotide
damaged base. DNA glycosylase initiates the pathway and excises the lesion base, and
subsequently generates an intact AP site that is then removed by AP endonuclease. The
following process of BER is completed with the participation of DNA polymerase and
ligase (Fig. 1.1, left). LP-BER with a repair patch size of 2-8 nucleotides was observed
initially in the BER reconstituted systems. In vitro experiments indicated that the AP site
analog, which lacks the aldehyde group, could not be removed by Polß. Such a 5'
blocking group could be removed by the 5'-flap endonuclease 1 (FEN-1) and be repaired
subsequently by LP-BER [33] (Fig. 1.1, right). Other proteins involved in LP-BER
include DNA polymerases δ/ε and DNA ligase I (Lig I).
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2. Proteins involved in BER
Glycosylase In the past 30 years, at least three glycosylase families have been
studied. They are uracil-DNA glycosylase family, Fpg/Nei family and Nth family.
Members of uracil-DNA glycosylase family are most related to our study, the detail of
this family will be discussed in IV.A.2. The other glycosylase families will be introduced
briefly in this section.
AP site

AP endonuclease

Pol ß

Pol ß or δ

Pol ß

FEN1 and PCNA

DNA lig IIV, XRCC

DNA lig I

Figure1.1: Branched pathway for repair of AP sites in DNA by human enzymes.
Branched pathway for repair of AP sites in DNA by human enzymes. Adapted from
[34].In the left branch, a single nucleotide repair patch will be formed, whereas in the
right branch, 2-6 nucleotides are replaced. Regular AP sites are usually repaired by the
short-patch pathway, but a small proportion of such sites may be repaired by the longpatch pathway.
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The Fpg/Nei family is defined by two E. coli bifunctional glycosylases:
formamidopyrimidine- DNA glycosylase (Fpg) and endonuclease VIII (Nei). Structure
studies revealed that Fpg/Nei family members have two domains: a N-terminal domain
including a two-sheet ß-sandwich and a C-terminal domain that contains a helix–twoturn–helix DNA-binding motif and a zinc finger DNA-binding motif [35]. The main
function of Fpg/Nei enzymes is repair of oxidative DNA lesions. Fpg is the major
enzyme in E. coli that excises 8-oxoguanine (8-oxoGua) and formamidopyrimidine
derivatives of Guanine (Gua) and Adenine (Ade), whereas Nei repairs oxidized
pyrimidines [36]. NEIL1-3 are mammalian homologues of endonuclease VIII. NEIL1has
been reported to remove oxidized pyrimidines and formamidopyrimidines efficiently
[37,38], NEIL2 removes oxidized pyrimidines with preference for lesions in the bubble
structure [39], NEIL3 has no detectable enzymatic activity [40].
The Nth family members all have two domains: one contains a helix–hairpin–
helix (HhH) motif followed by a loop rich in Gly and Pro residues with a conserved Asp
residue (GPD motif). It was demonstrated that HhH motif is functioned as a platform for
base flipping [41]. The second domain contains a FeS cluster, the role of this cluster in
DNA repair remains unclear. Recent studies have shown that the FeS cluster possibly
provides signaling of oxidative damage to the repair enzyme through charge transport
along DNA [42]. Nth superfamily is the most versatile glycosylase family, it repairs
lesions including oxidized damage (repaired by NTH, OGG1, OGGII and AGOG),
mismatched bases (by MutY, MIG and MDB4), pyrimidine dimmers (by Pdg) and
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alkylated purines (by AlkA, Tag, MpgII, and MagIII) ( reviewed in [43]). AlkA is also
the major glycosylase to repair 1,N6-ethenoadenine, hypoxanthine and xanthine [44].
Besides these glycosylase superfamilies, alkyladenine DNA glycosylase (AAG) is
a structurally unique glycosylase that shares the similar substrate specificity with AlkA
[45]. AAG is the major hypoxanthine DNA glycosylase in mammalian systems, the
properties of this glycosylase will be introduced in repair of hypoxanthine (IVB2).
Glycosylases in Fpg/Nei and NTH family are bifunctional glycosylases. As
mentioned, monofunctional glycosylase excises the lesion base and leaves an intact AP
site. In contrast, the bifunctional glycosylase has an additional AP lyase activity. This
lyase activity further cleaves the AP site via ß or ß δ elimination reaction. Mono and
bifunctional glycosylase process AP site differently: monofunctional DNA glycosylase
attacks the sugar C1' of the nucleotide by using an activated water molecule as a
nucleophile, whereas bifunctional glycosylase often uses N-terminal proline or epsilon
NH2 of a lysine residue as the active site for the nucleophilic reaction [46].
APE Apurinic endonuclease 1 (APE1) cleaves the DNA strand 5' to the abasic site
and generates 3' OH terminus [47]. There is no evidence for stimulation of APE activity
by glycosylase, however, several studies indicated that APE1 promotes glycosylase
activity via increasing the glycosylase turnover [48-50].
Polymerase ß in mammals is responsible for the major dRP-removing activity
[51]. In addition, Pol ß is the major gap-filling DNA polymerases in eukaryotes [52].
Ligase Three DNA ligases are found in mammals: Lig I is the major DNA ligase
participating in replication and in LP-BER; Lig IV is the ligase for non-homologous end
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joining. Lig III plays a key role in SP-BER, which requires formation of a complex with
the X-ray cross-complementationgroup 1 protein (XRCC1) [53].
XRCC The important function of XRCC in BER is its interaction with and
activation of Lig III [54]. In addition, XRCC has been reported to interact with other
BER proteins including Polß, proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA), APEX1,OGG1,
NEIL1, NEIL2, NTHL1, and MPG [55-57]. The effect of these interactions may be either
to activate or to inhibit the partners involved in the reparing process.
FEN1 is an Mg2+-dependent endonuclease that involved in LP-BER, it uses a 5’flap as a preferred substrate. FEN is recruited by the sliding clamp PCNA. After loading
on the free 5’-end of the flap, FEN1 tracks along DNA before it encounters the junction
with double-stranded DNA[34]. Structures of Methanococcus jannaschii FEN1 reveal
that a helical loop may clamp on the single-stranded flap during tracking [58]. There is a
catalytic groove containing a helix–three turn–helix motif below the loop. Doublestranded DNA binds in this groove[58].

B. Other DNA repair pathways
1. Nucleotide excision repair (NER)
NER is the major DNA repair pathway in the removal of bulky lesions caused by
UV radiation and environmental carcinogens [59]. There are two types of NER: The
Global Genome NER (GG-NER) and the Transcription Coupled NER (TC-NER). They
repair DNA damage at different locations. GG-NER repairs DNA lesions throughout the
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genome [60], whereas TC-NER is initiated by stalled RNA polymerase II. It repairs DNA
adducts in transcribed strands.
Defects in both types of NER could cause inherited diseases. For example, in
Xeroderma pigmentosum (XP), GG-NER is impaired, whereas in Cockayne syndrome
(CS), TC-NER is impaired [59]. The function of XP proteins and CS proteins in DNA
damage recognition and incision are different.
The recognition phase of NER pathway creates the 10- to 20-nucleotide opening
by cooperation of various proteins. XPC-hHR23B initiates the GG-NER pathway by
recognizing the distortion cause by NER lesions [61], and then induces structural changes
in the DNA such as the opening of the DNA duplex [62,63], which then recruits TFIIH
(and possibly XPG, G in Fig. 1.2.) (Fig. 1.2.I, left). TFIIH consists of nine protein
subunits: XPB, XPD, p62, p52, p44, p34, cdk7, cyclin H and MAT1. XPB and XPD are
ATP-dependent DNA helicases which open DNA duplex around the damaged site [64]
(Fig. 1.2.II, left).
The recognition phase of TC-NER is different from that of GG-NER. In TC-NER,
the blocking of RNA Pol II recruits CSA[65], CSB[65], TFIIH, XPG [66] to create the
DNA duplex opening (Fig. 1.2.I-II, right). CSA is part of an E3-ubiquitin ligase (E3-ub
ligase) complex [67], the ubiquitination function of CSA in NER is still unknown [68].
CSB has DNA-stimulated ATPase with no helicase activity [69].
In the excision phase, XPA (A in Fig. 1.2) and RPA stabilize the DNA opening.
XPA first contacts both strands of the duplex DNA and then prohibits DNA unwinding
[70,71], whereas RPA supports TFIIH in the opening of the DNA helix and assists the
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cleavage of structure-specific nucleases XPG and ERCC1-XPF [62] [72]. XPG is a
member of the FEN-1 nuclease family and functions as endonuclease that makes 3'
incision of the lesions [73] (Fig. 1.2.III), whereas ERCC1-XPF (Fig. 1. 2, F) and makes 5'
incision (Fig. 1.2. IV) [72].
GG-NER
NER lesions

TC-NER
Pol III blocking lesions

Blocking Pol III

Figure 1.2: Molecular model for NER. Adapted from [59] (I) Damage sensing in GG–
NER and TC–NER processes. XPC-hHR23B senses damage in the GG–NER. The
blocking of RNA Pol II initiates TC-NER and recruites CS-factors. (II) Formation of
opening complex. (III) XPA (A) and RPA stabilize the 10- to 20-nucleotide openings and
locate other factors involved in the process. (IV) XPG, recruited by TFIIH and RPA,
makes the 3' incision. ERCC1–XPF (F) anchored by RPA and XPA, makes the second
incision at 5' of the lesion. (V) Dual incision are replaced by gap-filling DNA synthesis
and ligation that complete the process.
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After the dual incision step, synthesis and ligation components including PCNA
and RFC are recruited to complete the NER pathway (Fig. 1.2.V). The repair synthesis of
NER requires the PCNA, the PCNA-dependent DNA polymerase δ or ε, and RPA. RPA
remains bound to the ssDNA intermediates after dual incision, and it is involved in the
recruitment of PCNA and RFC which catalyzes the ATP-dependent loading of PCNA to
DNA near the 3' termini of primers [74]. PCNA slides along the DNA and interacts with
the DNA polymerases to ensure the repair synthesis [75].
2. Mismatched DNA repair (MMR)
DNA mismatch repair (MMR) is another mechanism involved in the DNA repair.
It was detected initially through investigation of microsatellites DNA [76]. Further study
indicated that this repair maintains the genomic stability by correcting mismatches
generated during DNA replication and recombination. MutS and MutL, which are highly
conserved during evolution, play a key role in the initiation steps of MMR [77,78].
Defects in this mechanism lead to the genome-wide instability, particularly in simple
repetitive sequences, which maybe the key feature in hereditary non-polyposis colorectal
cancer [79].
3. Double strand break repair
Double-strand breaks (DSBs) are unique DNA lesions which result from two
nicks in opposite strands of the DNA helix. DSBs are repaired via two major pathways:
homologous recombination (HR) and nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ). In HR, the
homologous intact DNA strand from sister chromatid is used as a template for DNA
polymerase to extend past the break. RAD52, RPA, XRCC2, XRCC3, and the BRCA
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proteins are involved [80]. In contrast, NHEJ repair doesn’t require undamaged template,
it is initiated by Ku heterodimer (Ku70 and Ku86) which are bound to DSB [81]. NHEJ
requires the coordinated assemble of DNA-dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit
(DNA-PKcs), DNA ligase IV (Lig4) and XRCC4 [82]. Both DSB pathways are critical to
maintain the genomic stability [83].

C. Diseases related deficiencies in DNA repair
Multiple lines of evidence indicate the association of BER with cancer. Mutations
in MYH were found in patients affected with familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP) [84].
The genetic locus of OGG1 (3p26.2) is missing frequently in human tumors including
lung and renal cell cancers [85]. APE heterozygous mutations increased cells
susceptibility to exogenous oxidative stress [86]. Since lungs are the largest air exchange
organs and exposed to environmental DNA damaging agents such as tobacco smoking,
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in DNA repair genes in lung cancer have
provided good material for the study. Genetic polymorphisms in BER proteins, such as
OGG1, XRCC1 and APE1, have been reported to be associated with lung cancer risk
[87].
As mentioned in several repair pathways, defects in DNA repair proteins in other
pathways underline multiple forms of cancer, for example, mutations in nucleotide
excision repair contributed to the skin cancer exhibited in patients with cockayne
syndrome (CS) and xeroderma pigmentosum (XP) [59]; deficiency in mismatch repair is
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found in hereditary non-polyposis colorectal cancer [79]; breast cancer genes BRCA1
and BRCA2 are involved in double strand break repair [88].

IV. Repair of deaminated lesions
DNA base carrying exocyclic amino group could be deaminated. The deamination
can occur spontaneously at physiological condition [8], but the deamination rate is
enhanced by heat [89], UV radiation [90], nitrous acid (HNO2) and nitric oxide free
radical (NO·) [91]. The mechanism of nitrous acid and nitric oxide induced deamination
has been studied comprehensively.
Nitric oxide is a key component in various physiological processes [92]; however,
its reactivity could bring significant damage to DNA, cells and tissues [93]. Based on
studies on nitric oxide-induced toxicity in vitro, nitric oxide may play an important role
in DNA deamination induced mutation [94,95]. Auto oxidation of NO· induces the
formation of nitrous anhydride(N2O3), which has been demonstrated as the predominant
nitrosation agent that induces the DNA deamination directly [96]. HNO2, a byproduct of
nitrate/nitrite metabolism, also induces DNA deamination [91]. Similar to NO· induced
deamination, HNO2-induced DNA deamination is also initiated by N2O3 that is derived
directly from the condensation of HNO2. Using △nirB strain which affects the major
nitrite reductase in E. coli, Weiss’ group found that NO· rather than HNO2 is the major
source of N2O3 in the nitrate/nitrite metabolism [97].
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N2O3 prompts the nitrosation of exocyclic amines on DNA bases, this nitrosation
ultimately leads to deamination. Direct attack of N2O3 on DNA can initiate DNA
deamination via the formation of unstable N-nitroso (-N-N=O). Hydrolysis of the
diazonium ion completes the deamination [98]. Deamination also occurs spontaneously
[8], but the nitrosative deamination would be favored because of the better leaving group
formed during the pathway. The final result of deamination is the replacement of an
amino group by a hydroxyl group. Hypoxanthine (I), uracil (U), xanthine (X) and oxanine
(O) are the corresponding deamination products derived from adenine (A), cytosine (C)
and guanine (G) respectively (Fig. 1.3). The details of the four deamination products are
discussed in the following.

Figure 1.3: Chemical structures of deaminated DNA bases.
A. Properties and repair of uracil
1. Properties of uracil
Chemically unstable cytosine in DNA experiences hydrolytic deamination slowly,
which generates uracil DNA lesion [99], if unrepaired, may cause G/C to A/T transitions.
DNA polymerases can efficiently incorporate A in opposite to U, this incorporation is
followed by subsequently removal of U in template and the insertion of T. Besides the
hydrolytic deamination, activation-induced deaminase (AID) was suggested in triggering
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the deamination of dC to dU, this kind of deamination is involved in the immunoglobulin
gene diversification [100]. The other cause of uracil in DNA is the incorporation of
dUMP in place of dTMP during DNA replication. dUTP is a normally generated during
the nucleotide metabolism. The incorporation of dUMP into DNA was found in bacteria
and in mammalian nuclei. However, the level of the incorporation of dUMP is not
efficient because dUTPase prevents the process [101].
2. Repair of uracil
Uracil DNA glycosylase superfamily members are found in all organisms.Uracil
DNA glycosylases share a similar structural organization of a central ß-sheet sandwiched
between at least two α-helices. Loops connecting these elements contain amino acids that
form the active site and the recognition pocket [102]
a. First family of uracil DNA glycosylases
From crystal structures studies of UNG-ligand complexes in E coli [103] and
human [104], it was revealed that these glycosylases are structurally similar. Both
enzymes bind uracil base in a ‘pocket’ formed by residues that are highly conserved
throughout UDG family. Being too narrow to accommodate purines, the pocket of UDGs
recognizes uracil through shape and electrostatic suitability. A conserved leucine (human
UDG L272), located above the uracil-binding pocket, was suggested to assist the local
melting of the DNA helix [105]. Co-crystallization of hUNG with a uracil-containing
DNA duplex envisualized the ‘base flipping’ mechanism [104]. In this hUNG-DNA
complex, uracil deoxyribose and 5'-phosphate were rotated 180° relative to their original
position. This base flipping facilitates the removal of uracil.
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Recent study proposes a ‘pinchpullpush’ mechanism for uracil recognition [106].
In this mechanism, serine-proline rich loops of UDG compress the phosphates flanking
uracil and thus stabilize the extrahelical conformation (pinch), conserved leucine (L191
in E coli, L272 in human) then aid in the flipping out of uracil (pull), finally, the leucine
side chain was inserted into the minor groove of DNA to expel uracil (push). The
substrate conformation distortion brings the key residue of UDG in optimal distances to
favor glycosylic bond cleavage. This favors the electron transpositions from O4' of the
deoxyribose to O2 of uracil. The developing negative charge at O2 is stabilized by a
histidine (H187 in E. coli, H268 in human.) [107]. In conclusion, by taking advantage of
substrate distortions, UDG transform DNA substrate binding energy into catalytic
activity.
Nucleotide flipping also explains the preferential excision of U:G mispairs by
UDG.[104]. In U:G wobble mispairs, the uracil is located in the major groove and the
guanine is shifted into the DNA minor groove. In the UDG/U:G-DNA complex, the
position of the orphan guanine is transported into the DNA major groove [108]. By this
displacement of the guanine, leucine side chain pushes the uracil out of the DNA major
groove and towards the enzyme active site, thereby induces uracil nucleotide flipping
[109]. In UDG/U:A-DNA structure, adenine remains in the original position, thus not
displaced as the guanine in U/G mispairs does[108].
A human uracil-DNA glycosylase activity was first reported in 1976 [110], and
then confirmed by other researches that this glycosylase can remove incorporated dUMP
from nuclear DNA [111]. A cDNA for the human UNG was then cloned, and the
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encoded sequence revealed that UNG gene was conserved in herpes viruses, bacteria,
yeast and human [112]. The human UNG gene localized at 12q24.1 encodes the
mitochondrial form UNG1 and nuclear form UNG2 [113] (Table 1.1). UNG1 and UNG2
have an identical catalytic domain with different N-terminal sequences. The N-terminal
end of UNG1 forms a classical mitochondrial targeting signal (MTS) [114]. Expressions
of UNG1 and UNG2 mRNAs in the cell cycle are differentially regulated, both peak in
late G1/early S phase, however, UNG2 transcripts decline more rapidly than UNG1
transcripts once pass the middle of S phase [114,115]. UNG1 and UNG2 expressions also
showed different tissue specificity, the highest expression levels of Ung1 mRNA are
found in adrenal gland and the thyroid, whereas the highest expression level of Ung2
mRNA is found in testis [114].
b. Second family of uracil DNA glycosylases-MUG family
Thymine DNA glycosylase (TDG) was found by Josef Jiricny and his colleagues
during their study of a DNA repair activity that processes T when mispaired with G in
monkey kidney cells [117]. Human TDG cDNA encodes a 46-kDa polypeptide, the
recombinant protein showed the activity to remove thymine preferentially from G/T
mispairs [118]. hTDG gene maps at position 12q22～24 (Table 1.1), and northern blot
analysis showed that TDG is expressed at approximately the same level in all human
tissues [119,120]. The cloning of human TDG promoted the search for TDG orthologo in
other organisms including bacteria (Escherichia coli)[121], yeast (Schizosaccharomyces
pombe) and insects (Drosophila melanogaster)[122]. These proteins belong to the MUG
family and share a similar α/β-fold structure [123]. Although TDG is the first member
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found in this family, the family was named after E. coli MUG (mismatch uracil
glycosylase) because U rather than T is the major substrate of these glycosylases.
Gene Name

Activity

UNG
SMUG1

U
U

MBD4

U or T opposite G at 3q21.3
CpG sequences

NM_003925

TDG

U, T or
opposite G

NM_003211

OGG1

8-oxoG opposite C

3p25.3

NM_016821

MUTYH

A opposite 8-oxoG

1p34.1

NM_012222

NTHL1

Ring-saturated
or 16p13.3
fragmented
i idi
3-meA,
ethenoA, 16p13.3
hypoxanthine

NM_00252

NEIL1

thymine glycol

NM_024608

NEIL2

Removes
oxidative 8p23.1
products
of
pyrimidines

(NTH1)
MPG

Chromosome
location
12q24.11
12q13.13

ethenoC 12q23.3

15q24.2

Accession
number
NM_080911
NM_014311

NM_002434

NM_145043

Table 1.1: Mammalian DNA glycosylases Information is updated online from [116]
Studies of crystals structure of MUG- DNA substrate indicated that MUG, like
other UDGs, applies a nucleotide flipping mechanism for base recognition and
binding[124,125]. In addition, study of the active sites revealed some unique features of
MUG. Firstly, UNG forms the strategic configurations of active site contacting the
substrate [104], whereas MUG forms a large hydrophobic catalytic cavity without
contacting the base to be hydrolyzed [125], thereby providing flexibility in substrate
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recognition. MUG proteins have a broad substrate spectrum including bulky lesions such
as ethenoadducts of C and A [126,127]. Secondly, UDGs establish substrate recognition
via the specific contacts with the substrate base, whereas MUG uses the complementary
base for substrate recognition [125]; Residues in the MUG’s catalytic pocket form a
‘wedge’, which intercalates into the minor groove and establishes specific hydrogenbonding interactions with the widowed G. These may account for the complementary
strand dependency of the MUG proteins; these may also explain the MUGs’ cleavage
preference on G/U base pair [124].
As discussed early, uracil, if not repaired, will pair with adenine during DNA
replication. The poor activities on A/U substrate indicated MUG proteins repairing
function may not be associated with replication. Consistent with this idea, recent study in
human cells reveled that human TDG is degraded by the proteasome pathway at the G1/S
boundary of the cell cycle and is then undetectable in the entire S-phase [128]. However,
Thp1 of S. pombe in MUG family releases U from A/U base pairs [122], suggesting that,
unlike the other TDG orthologos, TDG in yeast may eliminate the misincorporated U
during DNA replication.
c. Third family of uracil DNA glycosylases-SMUG1 family
SMUG1 was first found in an in vitro expression cloning (IVEC) screen of
Xenopus cDNA library using generic inhibitors to DNA repair. The purpose of this screen
was to identify genes encoding proteins with affinity for BER transition state analogues.
A gene encoding a 31-kDa protein with high-affinity for these analogues was isolated and
a close homologue was identified in human ESTs [129]. The protein was proved to be a
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uracil-DNA N-glycosylase, and it was named as single-strand-selective monofunctional
uracil-DNA glycosylase (SMUG1) because it acts as a monofunctional DNA glycosylase
and was originally found to have a preference for single-stranded DNA substrates.
However, later study indicated that SMUG1 is efficient on dsDNA in the presence of
APE1 [130].
A human SMUG1 homolog was identified from EST database as a 30kDa protein
[131]. The gene of SMUG1 is located at 12q13.1~14. Interestingly, gene for three out of
four human uracil DNA glycosylases, TDG, UNG and SMUG1 are located on the long
arm of chromosome 12 [113] (Table 1.1). Antibodies against the human SMUG1 inhibit
the additional UDG activity in mammalian ung−/− cells, suggesting that SMUG1 is the
major backup glycosylase for UNG in repairing uracil. Unlike UNG, SMUG1 is not cell
cycle regulated [132]. Tissue distribution study demonstrated that SMUG1 has higher
activities in lung, heart and spleen [130].
Structural studies indicated that SMUG1 also applies flipping mechanism for
substrate recognition. Uracil is flipped through the major groove by a protein “wedge”
inserting into the DNA duplex, the wedge is formed by a loop (251–Pro-Ser-Pro-ArgAsn–255) and a short α helix (256–Pro-Gln-Ala-Asn-Lys–260), the combination of the
loop and helix makes the wedge more substantial than that in the other UDG families.
Structural studies also demonstrate that, unlike the insertion of a leucine side chain in
UNGs or the intercalation of the wedge in MUGs, interaction with SMUG1 wedge
involves obvious disruption of the DNA duplex. It is indicated that the disruption of the
adjacent base pair may be necessary for SMUG1’s substrate recognition [133].
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d. Forth and fifth family of uracil DNA glycosylases
Thermotoga maritime UDG (TM UDG) is the first glycosylase identified in the
fourth UDG family. It has a low level of homology to E. coli MUG. TM UDG possesses
a glycosylase activity to uracil in double strand DNA with a preference to U/A and U/G
base pair, it also remove uracil in single-stranded DNA [134]. Homologous genes of TM
UDG were detected in the genome of several prokaryotic organisms, including
thermophilic eubacteria, mesophilic eubacteria, and archaebacteria [134].
Pa-UDGb, representative of the fifth UDG family was identified in the
crenarchaeon Pyrobaculum aerophilum from a search algorithm targeted to the catalytic
motifs I and III of the UDG superfamily [135]. Pa-UDGb has a surprisingly broad
substrate spectrum, including U, 5-HmU, 5-FU and εC. The authors therefore proposed
that Pa-UDGb may be evolved to neutralize the mutagenic threat of deamination, which
become severe in organisms living at high temperature [135].
e. MBD4 protein
Besides those mentioned in UDG superfamily, MBD4 also removes uracil from
double-stranded DNA with preference to G/U base pairs [136]. MBD4 was first
identified as a member of a protein family that binds methylated DNA specifically in
vitro [137]. Using the yeast two-hybrid system for protein-protein interaction screening ,
MBD4 was found to interact with the human mismatch repair protein MLH1[138].
Further studies demonstrate that MBD4 displays an obvious endonuclease activity to
supercoiled plasmid. This 580 amino acid protein contains an N-terminal methyl-binding
domain (MBD) and a C-terminal glycosylase domain with homology to E. coli EndoIII
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(thymine glycol glycosylase) and MutY (8-oxoG : A specific adenine glycosylase).
Although EndoIII and MutY are bifunctional glycosylase, MBD4 only shows
monofunctional glycosylase activity to G/U mismatches [136] . The gene for MBD4 is
located at position 3q21.22 [139] (Table 1.1). MBD4 expression doesn’t fluctuate
obviously throughout the cell cycle [128]. MBD4 EST sequences are presented in
numerous tissues, however, MBD4 expression is only detected in brain, testis and ES
cells presumably because its expression levels are too low to be detected by Northern
blots [140].

B. Properties and repair of hypoxanthine
1. Properties of hypoxanthine
Hypoxanthine is the deamination product from adenine, it was identified from the
heat-induced hydrolysis of adenine [141]. Later, it was demonstrated that deamination of
adenine is greatly increased by nitric oxide [94]. In addition, hypoxanthine was found to
be one of the major lesions in DNA when epidermal skin cells were exposed to cigarette
smoke [142]. Hypoxanthine in DNA predominantly causes A:T to G/C mutations [143].
In vitro experiments indicated that hypoxanthine is also generated through the
incorporation of dIMP in place of dGMP during DNA replication [144], however, it is
demonstrated that this incorporation is nonmutagenic [145].
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2. Repair of hypoxanthine
a. Hypoxanthine repairing activities in bacteria
Hypoxanthine was reported to be released by E. coli AlkA, an enzyme that was
first described as methylated DNA lesion glycosylase [146]. Compared to the activities
on other AlkA substrates, the activity of AlkA on hypoxanthine is quite low [146]. In
contrast, Endonuclease V has higher activity to hypoxanthine [147], suggesting that AlkA
may not be the major enzyme in repairing hypoxanthine in E.coli. Archaeon Pa-UDGb
also shows detectable activity on hypoxanthine, it is the first UDG superfamily member
found to remove both pyrimidines and purines [135].
E.coli endonuclease V showed high activity to hypoxanthine [147]. It also
removed uracil[147]. Endonuclease V was first identified in E. coli to recognize damaged
DNA treated with osmium tetroxide, acid, and base [148]. It was later cloned and
identified by Yao and Kow [147]. Endonuclease V is an Mg2+-dependent endonuclease
that cleaves the second phosphodiester bond 3′ to the deoxyinosine in DNA. It shows
broad substrate spectrum including hypoxanthine, xanthine, oxanine and uracil
[147,149,150]. These in vitro results are consistent with gentetic studies in endonuclease
V (nfi) mutant strains: treated with nitrous acid at a level that is ineffective for nfi+ strain,
the nfi mutants showed a high frequency of A/T to G/C and G/C to A/T transition
mutations [151].
The repair pathway initiated by endonuclease V is still not well defined; it
requires an involvement of 3’-5’ exonuclease to remove damage DNA base. Recently, we
have found the 3’ exonuclease activity from the Thermotoga maritima endonuclease V. It
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is proposed that endonuclease V may switch to 3’ exonuclease activity in the endoVinitiated repair process [152,153].
b. Hypoxanthine repair activities in yeast and mammalian system
Hypoxanthine glycosylase activity was also found in yeast (Saccharomyces
cerevisiae ). The MAG proteins, an AlkA homologue, were able to remove hypoxanthine
[146]; Thp1 of S. pombe in MUG family also was reported to repair hypoxanthine [126].
In mammalian system, 3-alkyladenine DNA glycosylase (AAG, known as MPG,
ANPG and APNG) was also detected to release hypoxanthine with more obvious activity
[146]. This glycosylase with a molecular mass of 32kD was cloned in 1993 by O’Connar
[154]. AAG gene maps to human chromosome 16p13.3 (Table 1.1). The mRNA
expression of AAG is highest in the testis and the lowest in the heart [155]. It is cell cycle
regulated; the expression of AAG is increased in early G1 phase and keeps at the same
level throughout the remaining cell cycle phase [156]. AAG has an unusually broad
substrate spectra, including 3-methyladenine, 7-methyladenine, 7-methylguanine N6ethenoadenine and hypoxanthine [146,157,158]. Study in AAG deficient mice indicated
that Aag appears to be the only hypoxanthine DNA glycosylase in the tissues tested
[159].
Structural study indiated that AAG also utilizes base flipping mechanism to
process the substrate. The substrate is rotated into a pocket on the enzyme surface.
Tyr162 in AAG inserts into the minor groove of the DNA, its side chain occupies the
space where flipped-out nucleotide originally located, intercalating tyrosine stabilizes the
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substrate in an extra-helical conformation. In addition, water molecule attacks the
flipped-out nucleotide in the active site pocket [159].

C. Properties of oxanine and repair of oxanine
1. Properties of oxanine
a. Formation of oxanine
Oxanine (O) is one of the major products from oxidative deamination of guanine
(G), and 2'-deoxyoxanosine (dO) is the 2'-deoxyribonucleoside counterpart of Oxa. It was
formed together with 2'-deoxyxanthosine (dX) at the molar ration of 1:3 when 2’deoxyguanosine (dG) or DNA was treated with NO or nitrous acid. Characterization of
the Gua-diazoate intermediate revealed that oxanine formation mechanism involves a
ring-opening intermediate of Gua [160].
b. Stability and mutagenicity of oxanine
By comparing the susceptibility of the N-glycosidic bond of dOxo and dGuo to
spontaneous hydrolysis, it was indicated that the N-glycosidic bond of dOxo is as stable
as that of dGuo[161]. CD or NMR analysis show that Oxa is capable of making base
pairing and stacking in DNA duplex, therefore does not cause serious distortion in DNA
structure [162]. With a low efficiency, 2'-deoxyoxanosine 5'-triphosphate (dOTP) was
detected to be incorporated opposite cytosine or thymine in a DNA template [163]. We
have investigated the extent of the nucleotide incorporation in opposite of Oxa by using
DNA polymerase. Results demonstrate that Oxa induces the incorporation of thymine
(Thy) and cytosine (Cyo) efficiently [164]. These results suggest that Oxa in DNA duplex
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could mediate G/C to A/T transition mutagenesis. Furthermore, when a duplex DNA
containing Oxa is incubated with DNA-binding proteins such as histone, high mobility
group (HMG) protein, or DNA glycosylases, DNA protein cross-link (DPC) is formed
between Oxa and proteins. This phenomenon indicates that Oxa induces formation of
DPC, which brings up novel DNA damage to the cellular system [165].
2. Repair of oxanine
a. Oxanine repair activities in bacteria and yeast
The study of oxanine repair is limited. In E. coli, AlkA and endoVIII have been
reported to release oxanine [44]. Our group found that bacterial endoV, cleaves the
oxanine in DNA with a higher efficiency than those AlkA and endoVIII could
achieve[150]. In yeast, S. pombe TDG (Spo TDG) was the first glycosylase found in the
yeast to remove oxanine [166]. Spo TDG is a member of MUG family in UDG
superfamily. It is a protein of 325 amino acids that share 36% sequence identity with
human TDG. Compared to hTDG, Spo TDG showes a broader substrate spectrum.
Besides uracil, Spo TDG also removes hypoxanthine and ethenoadenin that are derived
from adenine [126]. We found that Spo TDG excises oxanine with a weak activity, this
study extends the substrate spectrum of Thp1p to derivatives from guanine. Moreover,
Spo TDG is the first UDG member found to repair oxanine [166].
b. Oxanine repairing activities in mammalian system
Human AAG can excise Oxa with no preference to base pairing [164]. Study
from AAG knockout mice prompted us to search for the backup oxanine glycosylases in
mammalian system. Human SMUG1 and NEIL1 were found to cleave oxanine with weak
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but detectable activities. The activities are lower than the ODG activity from hAAG.
ODG activities from these glycosylases follow the order of AAG>hNEIL1>hSMUG1
[167].
hNEIL1 was identified as one of the human orthologs of E. coli endonuclease
VIII in 2002. hNEIL1 gene is located on the long arm of chromosome 15 and encodes a
bifunctional glycosylase with molecular mass of 44 kDa (Table 1.1) [168]. The highest
expression of the hNEIL1 gene is detected in the liver, pancreas, and thymus [169].
Among three human orthologs of endo VIII( hNEIL1, hNEIL2 and hNEIL3), hNEIL1
shares a similar substrate specificity with E. coli endonuclease VIII recognizing oxidized
pyrimidines better than 8-oxoG [168]. Moreover, NEIL1 has a broader substrate
spectrum including formamidopyrimidine-A, formamidopyrimidine-G, thymine glycol,
and 5-hydroxyuracil (5-OHU), whereas NEIL2 only excises 5-OHU and other oxidized
derivatives of cytosine [169,170]. Consistently, we detected ODG activities in hNEIL1
rather than hNEIL2 [167].
The formation of DPC between the oxanine and DNA binding proteins raises the
possibility that oxanine is processed by other pathway [165]. It was reported that oxanine
alone can not be processed by UvrABC nuclease in NER pathway. In contrast, Oxa–
spermine cross-linked adducts (Oxa–Sp) is excised efficiently by UvrABC [171]. These
results indicated that oxanine may be repaired by mechanism other than BER.
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D. Properties of xanthine and repair of xanthine
1. Properties of xanthine
a. Formation of xanthine
As mentioned above, purine bases were found to be more easily deaminated by
nitrous acid. In addition, the major mutation induced by NO· treatment is G/C to A/T
transition [172], which arises from the deamination of guanine or cytosine. To determine
the extent of guanine deamination, NO-induced deamination rate constants for cytosine
or guanine were tested in deoxynucleosides, single-stranded oligomers and doublestranded oligomers. It is demonstrated that xanthine is formed at twice the rate of uracil;
single-stranded oligomers were 5 times more reactive than deoxynucleosides toward
N2O3; double-stranded oligomers are10-fold less reactive than single-stranded
oligomers, which is possibly caused by the protection of DNA from deamination via
Watson-Crick base pairing [173].
Single-stranded DNA (ss DNA) was recovered during the DNA isolation from
growing animal cells, and comprises 1-2% of the total nuclear DNA [174]. Although the
function of single-stranded DNA is still under investigation, several lines of evidence
indicated that ssDNA is involved in following cellular processes. (1) The presence of
single-stranded DNA during the S phase indicated that ssDNA may be related to DNA
synthesis [175]; (2) One third of the ssDNA molecules recovered from chicken
embryonic cells represent their transcription sites [176]; (3) Single-stranded DNA can
form a complex tertiary structure to facilitate difficult biochemical transformation,
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suggesting that double-stranded DNA may be deaminated through a single-stranded
intermediate [177].
b. Stability and mutagenicity of xanthine
One possible fate of xanthine is depurination to form the abasic site. It is
demonstrated that xanthine is unstable under acidic conditions [161], however, after the
comparison of rate constants for xanthine depurination under a range of pH conditions,
Dedon et al. found that xanthine is a relatively stable under physiological temperature and
pH [178].
The miscoding potential of xanthine in DNA is determined by comparison of the
rate constants for dNTP incorporation opposite to xanthine. The incorporation
preferences for dNTP vary with different polymerases. With Drosophila DNA
polymerase α, dNTPs are inserted opposite xanthine in the descending order of T > C
>>A ≈G [179]; The preferences for HIV-1RT follows the order of C≈ T > G > A; With
DNA PolI(KF-), the formation of X:C is preferred than X:T [180], the incorporation of
either dATP or dGTP is undetectable. Although the incorporation preference varies, the
formations of X:C and X:T are preferred with all tested polymerases. This indicates that
X in template DNA induces the G/C to A/T transitions.
Several studies provide the evidence for the contribution of X induced mutation in
vivo. Following the transformation of the NO treated plasmid into either human or
bacterial cells, observed mutations indicated that the major mutation was G/C to A/T
transitions [181]. Although the deamination of cytosine to uracil also contribute to G/ C
to A/T transition, transformation of NO-treated DNA into an ung- E. coli strain did not
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result in an obvious increase in mutation frequency [182]. Together, it suggests that
xanthine instead of uracil make a considerable contribution to the NO induced mutation.
2. Repair of xanthine
In E. coli, AlkA was the first glycosylase found to process xanthine efficiently;
approximately 52% of X was removed by AlkA after 2 h of incubation with excessive
glycosylase (enzyme:substre=25:1) . Xanthine was also shown to be cleaved by FPG and
endonuclease III, but the activities are much lower than that of AlkA. (10.6% with
endonuclease- III, 4.4% with FPG) [180]. However, cleavage assay from another group
demonstrated that only AlkA and endonuleaseVIII in E. coli possesses the xanthine DNA
glycosylase (XDG) activity [44]. The XDG activity from FPG is questionable. Besides
these glycosylases, we found E. coli endonuclease V excises X in DNA efficiently [149].
We have reported that Spo TDG removes xanthine in yeast system [166]; Spo TDG
possesses glycosylase activities towards all four deaminated bases, xanthine, oxanine,
hypoxanthine and uracil. The activities to these deaminated base followed the descending
order of X>I>U>>O.
In mammalian system, hAAG is the only xanthine glycosylase reported [180].
However, our group has found additional xanthine glycosylase activities in the AAG
knockout mice. XDG activity assay with all known human DNA glycosylases indicated
that hSMUG1 showed weak but detectable activity to xanthine. During the purification of
the new XDG from pig tissues, we found major additional XDG activity from unknown
protein(s), which are under identification.
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E. Diseases related deficiencies in deaminated lesions repair
The deamination of either guanine or cytosine causes the G/C to A/T transition. In
colon tumor, G/C to A/T mutation was found to be the most frequent substitution in
mutational spectrum of p53, an anticancer protein. Since p53 plays a key role in tumor
suppression, it implicated that the mutation reduces its potency and lead to cancer
occurance [183]. p53 mutations have been identified in numerous cancers, including
brain cancer [184], sarcoma and hematological tumor [185]. High incidence (47 to 73%)
of G/C to A/T transitions was registered in these tumors. G/C to A/T transition is one
type of mutation found in the mutational specta of factor VIII gene causing hemophilia A
[186]. Point mutations in the amyloid precursor protein (APP) gene were also detected in
Alzheimer's disease (AD) [187]. Consistently, BER deficiency was found to be correlated
to the progression of AD. Results showed that uracil excision activity was significantly
lower in brains of AD patients than that in normal ones [188].
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CHAPTER II
REPAIR OF DEAMINATED DAMAGE BY SCHIZOSACCHOROMYCES POMBE
THYMINE DNA GLYCOSYLASE
I. Abstract
Thymine DNA glycosylases (TDG) in eukaryotic organisms are known for their
double-stranded glycosylase activity on guanine/uracil (G/U) base pairs.
Schizosaccharomyces pombe (Spo) TDG is a member of the MUG/TDG family that
belongs to a uracil DNA glycosylase superfamily. This work investigates the DNA repair
activity of Spo TDG on all four deaminated bases: xanthine (X) and oxanine (O) from
guanine, hypoxanthine (I) from adenine, and uracil from cytosine. Unexpectedly, Spo
TDG exhibits glycosylase activity on all deaminated bases in both double-stranded and
single-stranded DNA in the descending order of X > I > U >> O. In comparison, human
TDG only excises deaminated bases from G/U and, to a much lower extent, A/U and G/I
base pairs. Amino acid substitutions in motifs 1 and 2 of Spo TDG show a significant
impact on deaminated base repair activity. The overall mutational effects are
characterized by a loss of glycosylase activity on oxanine in all five mutants. L157I in
motif 1 and G288M in motif 2 retain xanthine DNA glycosylase (XDG) activity but
reduce excision of hypoxanthine and uracil, in particular in C/I, single-stranded
hypoxanthine (ss-I), A/U, and single-stranded uracil (ss-U). A proline substitution at
I289 in motif 2 causes a significant reduction in XDG activity and a loss of activity on
C/I, ss-I, A/U, C/U, G/U, and ss-U. S291G only retains reduced activity on T/I and G/I
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base pairs. S163A can still excise hypoxanthine and uracil in mismatched base pairs but
loses XDG activity, making it the closest mutant, functionally, to human TDG. The
relationship among amino acid substitutions, binding affinity and base recognition is
discussed.
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II. Introduction
Among the four DNA bases, three of them (adenine (A), cytosine (C), and
guanine (G)) are subject to deamination caused by endogenous and environmental agents
[1-7]. Deamination of adenine or cytosine produces hypoxanthine (I) or uracil (U),
respectively [1,5]. Xanthine (X) and oxanine (O), on the other hand, are the
corresponding deamination products derived from guanine [8]. Oxidative deamination of
guanine produces a diazoate intermediate, which goes through two different pyrimidine
ring opening and closing steps to form xanthine or oxanine [9]. Both xanthine and
oxanine are stable lesions in DNA under physiological conditions [10-12]. The content
of xanthine in DNA increases when it is exposed to reactive nitrogen species such as
nitric oxide [5,13-15]. According to in vitro DNA polymerase studies or in vivo analysis,
all four types of deaminated base damage may result in mutations if not removed by
DNA repair systems [11,16-22]. In addition to the natural DNA bases, 5-methylcytosine
is also subject to deamination, yielding a thymine base paired with guanine [1]. It is
estimated that the methylation of cytosine accelerates the hydrolytic deamination by up to
four-fold [1].
Base deamination damage can be repaired by the base excision repair (BER)
pathway, which is initiated by a variety of DNA glycosylases [23-25]. Uracil and
thymine in a T/G base pair are repaired by the uracil DNA glycosylase superfamily
consisting of five families [26-28]. Hypoxanthine (I) can be excised by mammalian
alkyladenine DNA glycosylases (Aag) and Escherichia coli (E. coli) AlkA [29,30].
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Xanthine is excised by AlkA and Aag [11,31,32]. Oxanine can be removed by AlkA,
Aag, SMUG1, endo VIII and hNEIL1 [32-34].
Family 2 glycosylases in the UDG superfamily are comprised of E. coli
mismatch-specific uracil DNA glycosylase (MUG), human thymine DNA glycosylase
(TDG) and their homologs [35]. E. coli MUG was initially identified as a doublestranded uracil DNA glycosylase that was specific for uracil in a G/U base pair [36].
Later, it was reported that E. coli MUG can also excise 3,N4-ethenocytosine [37] and
other uracil or cytosine derived base damage products (see [27] for review). Human
TDG is most active with thymine in G/T and uracil in G/U base pairs, but other uracil or
cytosine derivatives are also substrates [27]. In addition, hTDG is a hypoxanthine DNA
glycosylase, in particular towards G/I base pairs [35].
A previous study showed that the TDG/MUG homolog from the fission yeast
Schizosaccharomyces pombe (Spo) maintained a high level of glycosylase activity
towards G/U, A/U, G/I, and T/I substrates [35]. This interesting observation prompted us
to initiate a complete investigation of the base excision activity of Spo TDG (also called
Thp1p) on all four deaminated bases, U, I, X and O. The biochemical analysis reported
here indicates that Spo TDG can remove uracil, hypoxanthine, xanthine, and oxanine
from both double-stranded and single-stranded DNA. The level of the glycosylase
activity follows the order of X > I > U >> O. To our knowledge, this is the first report of
xanthine and oxanine DNA glycosylase activity from yeast. Mutational analysis in
motifs 1 and 2 reveals functional role of L157, S163, G288, I289, and S291 in
determining substrate specificity. Most notably the S163A mutant, which mimics human
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TDG at this position, abolishes glycosylase activity on xanthine, oxanine, C/I, singlestranded I, A/U, single-stranded U substrates. Thus, a single mutation in motif 1 is able
to narrow the substrate specificity of Spo TDG to that of a human TDG-like glycosylase
for deaminated bases.

III. Materials and Methods
A. Reagents, media and strains
All routine chemical reagents were purchased from Sigma Chemicals (St. Louis,
MO), Fisher Scientific (Suwanee, GA), or VWR (Suwanee, GA). Restriction enzymes,
T4 DNA ligase were purchased from New England Biolabs (Beverly, MA). BSA and
dNTPs were purchased from Promega (Madison, WI). Taq DNA polymerase was
purchased from Eppendorf (Westbury, NY). Protein standards were purchased from BioRad Laboratories (Hercules, CA). Deoxyribooligonucleotides were ordered from
Integrated DNA Technologies Inc. (Coralville, IA). LB medium was prepared according
to standard recipes. Sonication buffer consisted of 20 mM HEPES-KOH (pH 7.4), 1 mM
EDTA (pH 8.0), 0.5 mM DTT, 0.1 mM phenylmethanesufonylfluoride (PMSF), 10%
glycerol and 50 mM NaCl. GeneScan stop buffer consisted of 80% formamide
(Amresco, Solon, OH), 50 mM EDTA (pH 8.0), and 1% blue dextran (Sigma Chemicals).
TB buffer (1×) consisted of 89 mM Tris base and 89 mM boric acid. TE buffer consisted
of 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, and 1 mM EDTA. Escherichia coli host strain BH214 [thr1, ara-14, leuB6, tonA31, lacY1, tsx-78, galK2, galE2, dcm-6, hisG4, rpsL, xyl-5, mtl-1,
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thi-1, ung-1, tyrA::Tn10, MUG::Tn10, supE44, (DE3)] is a kind gift of Dr. Ashok
Bhagwat (Wayne state university, Detroit, MI).

B. Site-directed mutagenesis, expression and purification of Spo TDG
The Spo TDG gene from Schizosaccharomyces pombe was amplified by PCR
using the forward primer Thp1p.WT.T1 (5' CGA TCG GCT AGC ATG AAC GAC ATT
GAG ACG A 3'; the NheI site is underlined) and the reverse primer Thp1p.WT.B1 (5'
TCC GTG TCG ACT TAG ACT GCA TGT TTC AC 3'; the SalI site is underlined). The
PCR reaction mixture (100 µL) consisted of 100 ng of S. pombe 972h- genomic DNA,
200 nM forward primer Thp1p.WT.T1 and reverse primer Thp1p.WT.B1, 1 × Taq PCR
buffer (Eppendorf), 125 µM each dNTP, and 2 units of Taq DNA polymerase
(Eppendorf). The PCR procedure included a predenaturation step at 94°C for 2 min, 32
cycles of three-step amplification with each cycle consisting of denaturation at 94°C for
15 s, annealing at 52 °C for 30 s and extension at 72°C for 2 min, and a final extension
step at 72°C for 10 min. The PCR product was sliced from 1% agarose gel and purified
by routine phenol extraction and ethanol precipitation. The purified PCR product was
directly cloned into plasmid pET28c. The WT Spo TDG in the resulting plasmid (pETSpo) was confirmed by DNA sequencing.
An overlapping extension PCR procedure was used for site-directed mutagenesis
[38]. Taking construction of L157I mutant as an example. The first round of PCR was
carried out using pET-Spo as template DNA with two pairs of primers, Thp1p.WT.T1
and Thp1p.L157I.B1 (5' AAG TAA TAC CTG GAT TGA TTC CGA CAA TGA TGG
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CAT ACG 3', the L157I site is underlined) pair & Thp1p.WT.B1 and Thp1p.L157I.T1 (5'
CCA TCA TTG TCG GAA TCA ATC CAG GTA TTA CTT CTT CTC 3', the L157I site
is underlined) pair. The PCR mixtures (50 µL) contained 10 ng of pET-Spo DNA as a
template, 200 nM each primer pair, 50 µM each dNTP, 1 × Taq DNA polymerase buffer,
and 1 unit of Taq DNA polymerase. The PCR procedure was composed of a
predenaturation step at 95°C for 2 min, 25 cycles with each cycle consisting of
denaturation at 95°C for 30 s and annealing and extension at 60°C for 4 min, and a final
extension step at 72°C for 5 min. The PCR products were electrophoresed on 1%
agarose gel and the expected PCR fragments were purified from gel slices by spinsqueeze method. This second run of PCR reaction mixture (100 µL), which contained 1
µL of each of the first run PCR fragment, 50 µM each dNTP, 1 × Taq DNA polymerase
buffer, and 2 units of Taq DNA polymerase, was initially carried out with a
predenaturation at 95°C for 2 min, five cycles with each cycle of denaturation at 95°C for
30 s and annealing and extension at 60°C for 4 min, and a final extension at 72°C for 5
min. Afterward, 100 nM outside primers (Thp1p.WT.T1 and Thp1p.WT.B1) were added
to the above PCR reaction mixture to continue the overlapping PCR amplication for 26
cycles under the same reaction conditions. The purified PCR products digested with a
pair of NheI and SalI endonucleases were ligated to cloning vector pET28c treated with
the same pair of restriction endonucleases. The recombinant plasmids (pET-Spo-L157I,
pET-Spo-S163A, pET-Spo-G288M, pET-Spo-I289P, pET-Spo-S291G) containing the
desired mutations were confirmed by DNA sequencing and transformed into Escherichia
coli host strain BH214.
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Strains containing mutated Spo TDG genes were expressed in 1 L of LB medium
at 37°C overnight to OD600 of 1.2. After adding isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside
(IPTG) to a final concentration of 500 µM, cells were incubated at 30°C for 3 h to induce
protein expression. Cell pastes suspended in 15 ml of sonication buffer were sonicated
for 4 × 10 s at 4°C using a Sonifier Cell Disruptor 350 (Branson). The supernatants were
loaded into a 1-mL HiTrap chelating column (GE Healthcare). The bound proteins in the
column were eluted with a linear gradient of 10 column volumes of 0-1 M imidazole in
chelating buffer A [20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.6), 10% glycerol and 50 mM NaCl] using a
Bio-Rad BioLogic chromatographic system. Fractions (200-400 mM imidazole)
containing the mutant Spo TDG protein as seen on 12.5% SDS-PAGE gels were pooled
and dialyzed against HiTrap SP buffer A [20 mM HEPES (pH 7.4), 1 mM EDTA, and
0.1 mM DTT] overnight at 4°C. The dialyzed samples were then loaded onto a 1-mL
HiTrap SP column and eluted with a linear gradient of 10 column volumes of 0-1 M of
NaCl in HiTrap SP buffer A. The mutant proteins were eluted at 500-600 mM NaCl.
The proteins were concentrated in YM-10 Microcon spin column (Millipore Corporation,
Bedford, MA) by centrifugation with 12, 000 rpm at 4°C. After adding equal volume of
2 x protein storage buffer (80% glycerol, 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 2 mM EDTA, 2 mM
DTT and 0.04% BSA, 200 µg/ml BSA) to the concentrated proteins, the protein
concentrations were determined on SDS-PAGE using BSA as a standard and stored at 20°C. Prior to use, the proteins were diluted to the required concentrations using 1 x
protein storage buffer (40% glycerol, 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM
DTT and 0.02% BSA, 200 ug/ml BSA) and stored at -20°C.
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C. Oligodeoxyribonucleotide substrates
The sequences of the oligonucleotides were shown in Figure 2.1A.
Oligonucleotides containing hypoxanthine or uridine were ordered from IDT.
Oligonucleotides containing xanthine (X) or oxanine (O) were prepared as previously
described [21,39]. The two complementary strands (with the unlabeled strand in 1.2-fold
molar excess) were mixed and incubated at 85°C for 3 min and allowed to form duplex
DNA substrates at room temperature for at least 30 min.

D. DNA glycosylase activity assay
DNA glycosylase cleavage assays were performed at 37 °C for 60 min in a 10-µL
reaction mixture containing 10 nM oligonucleotide substrate, an indicated amount of
glycosylase, 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.2), 100 mM KCl, 5 mM EDTA, and 2 mM 2mercaptoethanol. The resulting abasic sites were cleaved by incubation at 95 °C for 5
min after adding 0.5 µL of 1 N NaOH. Reactions were quenched by addition of an equal
volume of GeneScan stop buffer. Samples (3.5 µL) were loaded onto a 7 M urea-10%
denaturing polyacrylamide gel. Electrophoresis was conducted at 1500 V for 1.6 h using
an ABI 377 sequencer (Applied Biosystems). Cleavage products and remaining
substrates were quantified using GeneScan analysis software.
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E. Gel mobility shift assay
The binding reactions were performed at 4°C for 30 min in a 10-µL volume
containing 50 nM DNA substrate, 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.2), 50 mM NaCl, 5 mM
EDTA, 1 mM DTT, 0.1 mg/ml bovine serum albumin, 10% glycerol, and 500 nM Spo
TDG proteins. Samples were supplemented with 5 µl of 50% glycerol and
electrophoresed at 200 V on a 6% native polyacrylamide gel in 1 x TB buffer (89 mM
Tris base and 89 mM boric acid) supplemented with 5 mM EDTA. The bound and free
DNA species were analyzed using a Typhoon 9400 Imager (GE Healthcare) with the
following settings: photomultiplier tube at 600 V, excitation at 495 nm, and emission at
535 nm.

IV. Results
A. Spo TDG as a broad specificity DNA glycosylase for deaminated base damage
The sequenced fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe (Spo) genome contains
a TDG ortholog that shares 36% sequence identity with the human TDG. To examine the
DNA glycosylase activity of Spo TDG towards deaminated base damage, we constructed
oligonucleotide substrates containing a single X, O, I, or U lesion (Fig. 2.1A and 2.1B).
The full length fluorescently labeled (FAM or TET) substrates are either 62-mer or 60mer in length and the glycosylase action produces a 36-mer. We initially assayed for
glycosylase activity using the wild type Spo TDG and X-, O-, I-, and U-containing
substrates (Fig. 2.1C). Largely similar to a previous report [35], we observed excellent
glycosylase activity on I-containing substrates and good activity on U-containing
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substrates (Fig. 2.1C). Surprisingly, Spo TDG also exhibited glycosylase activity on Xand O-containing substrates, two deaminated lesions derived from guanine (Fig. 2.1B).
The glycosylase activity appeared to be most robust with xanthine-containing substrates.
Remarkably, Spo TDG was active towards all deaminated substrates regardless of the
strandness or opposite base pairing. This is the first report of xanthine DNA glycosylase
activity from the UDG superfamily.

Figure 2.1: Cleavage of deaminated base-containing DNA substrates by Spo TDG
and hTDG. A. Sequences of xanthine (X)- and oxanine (O)-, and hypoxanthine (I)- and
uracil (U)-containing oligodeoxyribonucleotide substrates. B. Chemical structures of
deaminated DNA bases. C. DNA glycosylase activity of Spo TDG on X-, O-, I- and Ucontaining substrates. Cleavege reactions were performed as described in Materials and
Methods with 100 nM protein and 10 nM substrate.
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The cleavage efficiencies were very comparable for a particular deaminated lesion
in both double-stranded and single-stranded DNA (Fig. 2.2). For example, the rate
constants for the cleavage of C/X and X were essentially identical (Table 2.1). In
addition, the cleavage profiles were quite similar regardless of whether the enzyme was
in excess (E:S = 10:1) or the substrate was in excess (E:S = 1:10) or at similar
concentrations (E:S = 1:1) (Fig. 2.2). The comparable cleavage efficiencies towards
xanthine-containing DNA are consistent with the relative similar melting temperatures of
X/C, X/T, X/A, X/G base pairs [12]. In addition, the tendency to form stable enolate due
to deprotonation at N3 position may facilitate the flipping of the xanthine base [40,41].
However, there are significant differences in cleavage efficiency among the four
deaminated bases. Cleavage of C/X was the most efficient with a rate constant 0.32 min1

, followed by T/I (0.29 min-1) and T/U (0.18 min-1) (Table 2.1). O-containing substrates

were the least efficient with a rate constant of 0.077 min-1 (Table 2.1).

WT
S163A
G288M
I289P
S219G

C/X
0.32
0.30
0.31
0.078
n.a.

X
0.30
0.28
0.30
0.077
n.a.

C/O
0.077
n.a. b
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

O
0.073
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

T/I
0.29
0.24
0.26
0.12
0.072

I
0.28
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

T/U
0.18
0.15
0.12
0.14
n.a.

U
0.16
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

a: The reactions were performed as described in Materials and Methods with 100
nM glycosylase protein and 10 nM substrate. The apparent rate constants were
determined by fitting the time course data into first order equation using
Deltagraph (SPSS Inc.).
b: n.a.: no activity was detected under assay conditions.
Table 2.1: Apparent rate constants for cleavage of deaminated substrates by Spo
TDG (min–1)
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Figure 2.2: Kinetic analysis of glycosylase activity of wt Spo TDG on deaminated
base-containing substrates. Cleavage assays were performed as described with 1 nM
Spo TDG (■) (E:S = 1:10, S = 10 nM ), 10 nM Spo TDG (●) (E:S = 1:1), and 100 nM
Spo TDG (▲) (E:S = 10:1).
B. Site-directed mutagenesis of Spo TDG
The surprisingly broad repair activity from Spo TDG prompted us to investigate
the structural elements that determine the recognition specificity for the deaminated bases.
Two motifs have been identified in the UDG superfamily that form the binding pocket for
recognizing damaged bases [26] (Fig. 2.3). We selected four residues that differed
between Spo TDG and hTDG (L157, S163, G288, I289) and one conserved residue
(S291) for mutational analysis (Fig. 2.3). All the amino acid changes in the first four
positions of Spo TDG resulted in mutants that mimicked hTDG. All the mutants were
purified by column chromatography and analyzed by SDS-PAGE (Fig. 2.4). The proteins
appeared to be greater than 95% pure.
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Figure 2.3 : Sequence alignment of family 2 (MUG/TDG) uracil DNA glycosylases.
Genbank accession numbers are shown after the species names. Family 2 (MUG/TDG):
Spo, Schizosaccharomyces pombe, O59825; Hsa, Homo sapiens, NP_003202; Dme,
Drosophila melanogaster, CAB93525; Eco, Escherichia coli, P0A9H1; Bce,
Burkholderia cenocepacia HI2424, YP_836419; Dra, Deinococcus radiodurans R1,
NP_294438; Swi; Sphingomonas wittichii RW1, ZP_01607068; Csp, Caulobacter sp.
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K31, ZP_01418424.1; Dge, Deinococcus geothermalis DSM 11300, YP_605182.1; Acl,
Aspergillus clavatus NRRL 1, XP_001268386.1; Family 1 (UDG): Eco, Escherichia coli,
NP_289138; Dra, Deinococcus radiodurans R1, NP_294412; Mtu, Mycobacterium
tuberculosis H37Rv, CAB05436.1; Hsa, Homo sapiens, NP_003353; Mmu, Mus
musculus, NP_035807; Xla, Xenopus laevis, NP_001085412; HSV1, Herpes Simplex
Virus-1, 1UDI. Family 3 (SMUG1): Gme, Geobacter metallireducens GS15,YP_383069; Asp, Azoarcus sp. BH72, YP_935478; Rba, Rhodopirellula baltica SH 1,
NP_869403; Oba, Opitutaceae bacterium TAV2, ZP_02013615.1; Spu,
Strongylocentrotus purpuratus, XP_782746.1; Hsa, Homo sapiens, NP_055126; Mmu,
Mus musculus, NP_082161; Xla, Xenopus laevis, AAD17300; Dme, Drosophila
melanogastser, NP_650609.1; Ame, Apis mellifera, XP_396883.2; Tca, Tribolium
castaneum, XP_971699.1. Family 4 (UDGa): Pae, Pyrobaculum aerophilum str. IM2,
NP_558739.1; Dra (DR 1751), Deinococcus radiodurans R1, NP_295474; Dra (DR
0022), Deinococcus radiodurans R1, AAF09614; Tma, Thermotoga maritima MSB8,
NP_228321.1; Nmu, Nitrosospira multiformis, YP_412806; Tth, Thermus thermophilus
HB27, YP_004341.1. Family 5 (UDGb): Pae, Pyrobaculum aerophilum str. IM2,
NP_559226; Sso, Sulfolobus solfataricus P2, NP_344053.1; Tvo, Thermoplasma
volcanium GSS1, NP_111346.1; Sco, Streptomyces coelicolor A3(2), NP_626251.1; Mtu,
Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37Rv, P64785 (Rv1259); Tth, Thermus thermophilus HB27,
YP_004757.1.

WT

L157I S163 G288M I289P S291G

75 kD
50 kD
37 kD
25 kD
20 kD
15 kD
10 kD

Figure 2.4: SDS-PAGE analysis of the wt and mutant Spo TDG. Purified proteins
(~4 µg) were electrophoresed on a 12.5% polyacrylamide gel containing 0.1% SDS.
Protein bands were visualized by Coomassie blue staining.
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The L157I substitution in motif 1 exhibited little effect on the cleavage of
xanthine substrates (Fig. 2.5A-B). The rate constant of C/X cleavage by the L157I
mutant is 0.30 min-1 (Table 2.1), while the oxanine DNA glycosylase (ODG) activity was
undetectable (Fig. 2.5A). For hypoxanthine substrates, the L157I mutant lost C/I and
single-stranded I activity and the rate constant for T/I is slightly lower than the wt
enzyme (Table 2.1). Among the uracil substrates, L157I only excised uracil in a T/U
base pair at a rate of 0.15 min-1 (Table 2.1).

Figure 2.5: Kinetics analysis of glycosylase activity of L157I and S163A mutants of
Spo TDG on deaminated base-containing substrates. A. GeneScan gel picture of
cleavage activity of L157I mutant on X-, O-, I- and U-containing substrates. Cleavage
reactions were performed as described in Materials and Methods with 100 nM protein
and 10 nM substrate. B. Time course analysis of cleavage activity of L157I on C/X, T/I
and T/U substrates. Cleavage assays were performed with 1 nM L157I mutant (■) (E:S =
1:10, S = 10 nM), 10 nM L157I mutant (●) (E:S = 1:1), and 100 nM L157I mutant (▲)
(E:S = 10:1).
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Figure 2.5: Kinetics analysis of glycosylase activity of L157I and S163A mutants of
Spo TDG on deaminated base-containing substrates. C. GeneScan gel picture of
cleavage activity of S163A mutant on X-, O-, I- and U-containing substrates. Cleavage
reactions were performed as described in Materials and Methods with 100 nM protein
and 10 nM substrate. D. Time course analysis of cleavage activity of S163A on G/I, T/I
and T/U substrates. Cleavage assays were performed as described with 100 nM S163A
mutant (▲) (E:S = 10:1, S = 10 nM). E. GeneScan gel picture of cleavage activity of
human TDG on X-, O-, I- and U-containing substrates. Cleavage reactions were
performed as described in Materials and Methods with 100 nM protein, 10 nM substrate
and 1 unit of Ugi (New England Biolabs).
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The impact of an alanine substitution at S163 was extreme (Fig. 2.5C). The
S163A mutant lost all xanthine and oxanine DNA glycosylase activity and significant
hypoxanthine and uracil DNA glycosylase activity (Fig. 2.5C). Among hypoxanthine
and uracil substrates, only T/I, G/I, T/U, C/U, G/U and (to the least extent) A/I showed
detectable cleavage products (Fig. 2.5C-D), judging by kinetic analysis of T/I cleavage,
the glycosylase activity was reduced by about threefold (Table 2.1). To make a complete
comparison with hTDG, we assayed glycosylase activity using double-stranded and
single-stranded deaminated base substrates. The uracil DNA glycosylase activity of
hTDG followed the order of G/U (73%) >T/U (47%), C/U (23%) >> A/U (<5%), ss U
(<5%) (Fig. 2.5E). hTDG only exhibited low level hypoxanthine DNA glycosylase
activity on G/I base pairs (17%) (Fig. 2.5E). Under our assay conditions, neither
xanthine nor oxanine DNA glycosylase activity was detected (Fig. 2.5E). These results
demonstrated that the cleavage profiles of the S163A mutant for deaminated bases were
in general similar to hTDG, i.e., limited uracil and hypoxanthine DNA glycosylase
activity towards uracil and hypoxanthine-containing base pairs.
Like the L157I substitution in motif 1, the G288M substitution in motif 2 resulted
in a mutant that retained robust xanthine DNA glycosylase activity while losing oxanine
DNA glycosylase activity (Fig. 2.6A-B). Cleavage activity towards hypoxanthine and
uracil substrates were also similar except that cleavage bands from C/U and G/U were
detectable only using the G288M mutant (Fig. 2.6A and Table 2.1).
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Figure 2.6: Kinetics analysis of glycosylase activity of G288M, I289P and S291G
mutants of Spo TDG on deaminated base-containing substrates. A. GeneScan gel
picture of cleavage activity of G288M mutant on X-, O-, I- and U-containing substrates.
Cleavage reactions were performed as described in Materials and Methods with 100 nM
protein and 10 nM substrate. B. Time course analysis of cleavage activity of G288M on
C/X, T/I and T/U substrates. Cleavage assays were performed with 1 nM G288M mutant
(■) (E:S = 1:10, S = 10 nM), 10 nM G288M mutant (●) (E:S = 1:1), and 100 nM G288M
mutant (▲) (E:S = 10:1).
The I289P substitution abolished oxanine DNA glycosylase activity beyond
detection under the assay conditions and substantially reduced the xanthine DNA
glycosylase activity (Fig. 2.6C-D). However, the cleavage profiles for hypoxanthine and
uracil substrates were identical to the L157I mutant, i.e., the I289P mutant retained
activity on A/I, T/I, G/I and T/U substrates (Figs. 2.5-2.6). The cleavage efficiencies for
these substrates, however, were lower than those for the wt enzyme (Table 2.1).
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Figure 2.6: Kinetics analysis of glycosylase activity of G288M, I289P and S291G
mutants of Spo TDG on deaminated base-containing substrates. C. GeneScan gel
picture of cleavage activity of I289P mutant on X-, O-, I- and U-containing substrates.
Cleavage reactions were performed as described in Materials and Methods with 100 nM
protein and 10 nM substrate. D. Time course analysis of cleavage activity of I289P on
C/X, T/I and T/U substrates. Cleavage assays were performed with 1 nM I289P mutant
(■) (E:S = 1:10, S = 10 nM), 10 nM I289P mutant (●) (E:S = 1:1), and 100 nM I289P
mutant (▲) (E: S = 10:1). E. GeneScan gel picture of cleavage activity of S291G mutant
on X-, O-, I- and U-containing substrates. Cleavage reactions were performed as
described in Materials and Methods with 100 nM protein and 10 nM substrate. F. Time
course analysis of cleavage activity of S291G on T/I and G/I substrates. Cleavage assays
were performed with 100 nM S291G mutant (▲) (E:S = 10:1, S = 10 nM).
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S291 is conserved among eukaryotic TDG proteins (Fig. 2.3). A Gly substitution
resulted in a severe loss of glycosylase activity on all deaminated bases (Fig. 2.6E-F).
The only detectable cleavage was with T/I and G/I substrates. Essentially, S291G is a
hypoxanthine DNA glycosylase but with very limited activity and narrow specificity.

C. Binding analysis
To determine whether the observed change in enzyme activity can be attributed to
the binding effects, we performed a gel mobility shift analysis (Fig. 2.7). As an
experimental control, we tested the binding of the wt Spo TDG and the mutants to a C/G
substrate. Neither the wt nor any of the mutants showed shifted bands with the C/G
substrate (Fig. 2.7A). Consistent with the robust xanthine DNA glycosylase activity, the
L157I and G288M mutants still remained bound to both the double-stranded and singlestranded xanthine substrate (Fig. 2.7B). In keeping with the loss of xanthine DNA
glycosylase activity, the S163A mutant lost its binding affinity to xanthine substrates
(Fig. 2.7B). I289P seemed to be unable to form a stable complex with xanthinecontaining DNA, which may explain its loss of XDG activity. Despite of the loss of
XDG activity, the S291G mutant still maintained binding affinity towards xanthine
substrates (Fig. 2.7B). This result suggests that the functional effects of the S291G
mutation may not result from changes in substrate recognition. Instead, this mutation may
influence the enzyme’s catalytic function. For example, S291G may cause a
misalignment of the catalytic residues in the active site. Such a speculation is consistent
with the global loss of catalytic activity observed in the S291G mutant.
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Figure 2.7: Binding of xanthine-containing DNA substrates by Spo TDG. Gel
mobility shift analysis was performed as described in Materials and methods with 500nM
protein and 50nM substrate.A. Binding assay with a C/G substrate and Spo TDG
proteins. B. Binding assay with a C/X or a X substrate and Spo TDG proteins.
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V. Discussion
MUG/TDG family glycosylases encompass homologs from bacteria, yeast,
vertebrates, and humans. While enzymes within the family share some common
substrates such as G/U, G/3,N4-ethenocytosine, and G/5-hydroxyuracil [27], several
members of this family such as human TDG and E. coli MUG differ significantly in their
recognition of and enzymatic efficiency towards various damaged bases. Whereas
human TDG is an efficient enzyme for G/T base pairs, E. coli MUG and Spo TDG are
not [35,42,43]. On the other hand, both hTDG and Spo TDG can excise hypoxanthine
but E. coli MUG can not [27, 44]. Spo TDG appears to lack specificity towards bases
that pair with hypoxanthine or uracil since it was observed that G/U, A/U, G/I, T/I are
cleaved with a similar efficiency. Alternatively, the human enzyme is more specific
towards G/U, T/U, C/U and G/I base pairs (Fig. 2.5E). The differences in substrate
specificity are consistent with sequence divergence. It appears that the binding pocket
composed of motifs 1 and 2 exhibits more amino acid variation in the MUG/TDG family
than in other families (Fig. 2.3).
This study aims at achieving a comprehensive understanding of the deaminated
repair capacity of Spo TDG. The data presented here reveals that Spo TDG possesses
glycosylase activity towards all four deaminated bases: xanthine, oxanine, hypoxanthine,
uracil. This finding is significant in two respects. First, this is the first time that xanthine
and oxanine DNA glycosylase activity has been observed in a yeast DNA repair enzyme.
Second, to our knowledge this is the first report of a eukaryotic enzyme with repair
activity on all four deaminated DNA bases. The only other enzyme with such an
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enzymatic property is endonuclease V (endo V) from bacterial sources [22, 39, 45].
Endo V differs from a glycosylase by its mode of action in that a phosphodiester bond,
rather than a glycosidic bond, is hydrolyzed. Other members of the MUG/TDG family
do not seem to possess such robust deamination repair activities. As shown in Fig. 2.5E,
human TDG only removes some U-containing substrates and G/I base pairs. The
xanthine DNA glycosylase activity observed in Spo TDG is not shared by hTDG (Figs.
2.1C and 2.5E), suggesting that not all members of the MUG/TDG family can remove
xanthine base damage. In humans, the excision of xanthine from DNA may be catalyzed
by AAG, which possesses xanthine DNA glycosylase activity [11,31]. In addition to
TDG, the S. pombe genome also contains an endo V, UDG and 3-methyladenine DNA
glycosylase. Whether those enzymes exhibit any purine DNA endonuclease or
glycosylase activity is unknown. Based on the observations reported here, Spo TDG may
play an important role in the repair of both pyrimidine and purine deaminated base
damage.
We selected five sites in motifs 1 and 2 for mutational analysis in order to
examine their influence on substrate specificity. All five amino acid substitutions result
in a loss of oxanine DNA glycosylase activity (Figs. 2.5-2.6). Oxanine is distinctly
different from other deaminated bases due to the presence of a C2-amino group, which
may render the lesion difficult to accommodate in the TDG active site (Fig. 2.1B). This
structural property may explain the low ODG activity observed in the wt enzyme and the
tendency to lose the activity when a mutation is made in the binding pocket. These
results are consistent with the changes in activity observed in the conserved motif
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mutants of endo V [45]. Although the discussion here primarily focuses on local
changes, one should bear in mind that an amino acid substitution may also exert global
impact.
With respect to hypoxanthine (I), all five mutants consistently lose activity on C/I
and single-stranded I substrates (Figs. 2.5-2.6). Glycosylase activity on mismatch base
pairs such as T/I, G/I and A/I is retained, albeit with much reduced catalytic efficiencies.
Among the three cleavable hypoxanthine substrates, the weakest activity is exhibited
against the A/I substrate. This may be attributable to the fact that the adenine in the A/I
base pair adopts a syn conformation in order to form two hydrogen bonds with
hypoxanthine (I) via N6-amino and N7 interactions [46]. The A/I base pair, with little
local distortion, may make it more like a regular Watson-Crick base pair than other
mismatch base pairs. The search for base damage involves the detection of base pair
abnormality and base flipping. Non-Watson-Crick base pairs such as T/I and G/I may be
easier to detect due to local distortion and easier to flip out of the helix by the “pinchpush-pull” mechanism proposed for UDG [47]. As such, mutations in motifs 1 and 2
have a greater influence on cleavage of C/I and single-stranded I substrates. Likewise,
cleavage of A/U and single-stranded U seem more difficult to retain given that all five
mutants lose A/U and single-stranded U cleavage activity (Figs. 2.5-2.6). One interesting
observation is that both the L157I and I289P mutants retain activity on T/U, but not on
C/U or G/U. It is not clear why T/U is more susceptible to cleavage than other uracilcontaining base pairs. It may be related to the stability of a T/U base pair or the ability of
the L157I and I289P mutants to recognize the uracil in the T/U base pair.
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The mutational effects on xanthine DNA glycosylase activity vary significantly.
The lack of binding affinity and the inability to form a stable complex as exhibited by the
S163A and I289P mutants, respectively, correlate with their level of XDG activity (Fig.
2.7B). Thus, the loss of XDG activity by the S163A and I289P mutants can be attributed
to binding effects (Figs. 2.5-2.6). On the other hand, the S291G mutant still maintains
the ability to bind C/X or single-stranded X (Fig. 2.7B). These results suggest that the
loss of XDG activity due to the S291G mutation is not the result of ground state binding
effects. Instead, it is likely that S291G fails to properly align the catalytic residues with
the C-N glycosidic bond. The observed loss of ODG and UDG activity in the S291G
mutant is consistent with this notion.
By abolishing the XDG and ODG activity, S163A is the mutant that is most
similar to human TDG in glycosylase activity toward deaminated bases. The glycosylase
activity of the S163A mutant on mismatched hypoxanthine and uracil base pairs (T/I, G/I,
T/U, C/U, G/U) closely mimics hTDG (Fig. 2.5C-E). The difference is that hTDG seems
to be more robust towards G/U than G/I, while the S163A mutant only shows weak UDG
activity. The role of this position in base recognition is not well defined. Although it
was proposed that S23 in E. coli MUG (equivalent to S163 in Spo TDG) may serve as a
steric gate to prevent the entry of a thymine residue based on the crystal structure [48],
mutational analysis in hTDG proves otherwise [49]. A serine substitution at A145 of
hTDG (equivalent to S23 in E. coli MUG) does not affect its activity on G/T base pairs,
indicating that the serine residue does not block the entry of a thymine [49]. Rather, the
efficient cleavage of G/T base pairs in human TDG is modulated by its extra N-terminal
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domain [27, 50]. For Spo TDG, neither the wt enzyme nor the S163A mutant shows
glycosylase activity on G/T base pairs (data not shown), supporting the notion that this
position has little influence on G/T glycosylase activity. On the other hand, the S163A
mutant is able to convert Spo TDG to an hTDG-like enzyme, indicating that this position
is an important determinant of XDG activity. Regardless of the underlying mechanism in
modulating base recognition, the data presented here indicates that this position may be
more than a steric factor in controlling the entry of a damaged base. A better
understanding of role S163 and other residues play in base specificity will be facilitated
once a TDG-DNA complex structure becomes available.
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CHAPTER THREE
OXANINE DNA GLYCOSYLASE ACTIVITY IN MAMMALIAN SYSTEMS
I. Abstract
DNA bases carrying an exocyclic amino group, namely adenine (A), guanine (G)
and cytosine (C), encounter deamination under nitrosative stress. Oxanine (O), derived
from deamination of guanine, is a cytotoxic and potentially mutagenic lesion and studies
of its enzymatic repair are limited. Previously, we reported that the murine alkyladenine
glycosylase (Aag) acts as an oxanine DNA glycosylase (JBC, (2004), 279: 38177). Here,
we report our recent findings on additional oxanine DNA glycosylase (ODG) activities in
Aag knockout mouse tissues and other mammalian tissues. Analysis of the partially
purified proteins from the mammalian cell extracts indicated the existence of ODG
enzymes in addition to Aag. Data obtained from oxanine DNA cleavage assays using
purified human glycosylases demonstrated that two known glycosylases, hNEIL1 and
hSMUG1, contained weak but detectable ODG activities. ODG activity was the highest
in hAAG and lowest in hSMUG1.
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II. Introduction
The DNA base guanine (G) is subject to deamination caused by endogenous and
environmental agents [1-4]. Xanthine (X) and Oxanine (O) are the corresponding
deamination products derived from guanine [5]. Oxanine is produced when
deoxyguanosine or DNA is treated with nitrous acid, nitric oxide, or 1-nitrosoindole-3acetonitrile. Oxanine is an intracyclic guanine deamination product in which the N1
nitrogen is substituted by an oxygen atom [5,6]. A chemical pathway leading to the
formation of xanthine and oxanine from guanine by nitrous acid treatment has been
proposed based on the isolation of a diazoate intermediate [7]. Oxanine in DNA is as
stable as guanine by comparison of spontaneous hydrolysis of the N-glycosidic bond [8].
Oxanine is promutagenic as demonstrated by in vitro DNA polymerase studies.
Deoxyoxanosine triphosphate (dOTP) can be incorporated to pair with both a C or T in
DNA by the Klenow Fragment, thus generating G/C to A/T transitions [9]. Previously,
we investigated the mutagenicity of oxanosine in mammalian systems using human DNA
polymerase β [10]. While dOTP was preferentially incorporated to pair with a Ccontaining template, dCTP, dATP, dTTP, and to a much lesser extent dGTP, was
incorporated to pair with an O-containing template. These results reveal the potential
mutagenicity of oxanine in mammalian systems.
Mammalian alkyladenine DNA glycosylase (AAG in humans, Aag in mice) is a
repair enzyme with broad substrate specificity [11]. Both alkylated and deaminated bases
are substrates for this enzyme. It is well documented that hAAG acts on hypoxanthine, a
deaminated product from adenine [12]. Recent studies also show that AAG can excise
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xanthine, a deaminated base from DNA [13,14]. Previously, we determined that mAag
was a major oxanine DNA glycosylase in mammalian tissues through examination of
ODG activity in spleen tissue of wild type and Aag knockout (KO, -/-) mice and through
examination of purified human AAG protein. Here, we investigated ODG activity in
various tissues of Aag (-/-) mice. In lung tissues, significant additional ODG activity was
detected in Aag (-/-) mice. Biochemical fractionation followed by enzyme activity assays
and Western blot analysis indicated that SMUG1, an enzyme previously identified as a
uracil DNA glycosylase, contained ODG activity. Analysis of a panel of human
glycosylases also reveals ODG activity from hNEIL1. hAAG possesses the highest ODG
activity while hSMUG1 appears the least active.

III. Materials and Methods
A. Reagents, media and strains.
All routine chemical reagents were purchased from Sigma Chemicals (St. Louis,
MO), Fisher Scientific (Suwanee, GA) or VWR (Suwanee, GA). E. coli Klenow
Fragment (3’ exo-) was purchased from New England Biolabs (Beverly, MA). BSA and
dNTPs, were purchased from Promega (Madison, WI). Deoxyribooligonucleotides were
ordered from Integrated DNA Technologies Inc. (Coralville, IA). 5-hydroxyuracilcontaining Deoxyribooligonucleotide was ordered from The Midland Certified Reagent
Company (Midland, TX). Protein assay kit, the horseradish peroxidase substrate Opti4CN for western blot and PVDF membrane were purchased from Bio-Rad (Hercules,
CA). Anti-His (C-term)-HRP antibody was purchased from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA).
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SMUG1 polyclonal antibody against the common peptide (GMNPGPFGMAQTG) in
hSMUG1, mouse SMUG1 and pig SMUG1 was synthesized by Sigma-Genosys (The
woodlands, TX). NEIL1 polyclonal antibody was prepared as previously described
[205]. HiTrap Q columns were purchased from GE Healthcare Life Sciences
(Piscataway, NJ). GeneScan Stop Buffer consisted of 80% formamide (Amresco, Solon,
OH), 50 mM EDTA (pH 8.0), and 1% blue dextran (Sigma Chemicals).

B. Construction of oxanosine-containing oligodeoxyribonucleotide substrates.
Deoxyoxanosine 3’-triphosphate (dOTP) was generated by treating
deoxyguanosine 3’-triphosphate (dGTP, Sigma) with acidified sodium nitrite and purified
by reverse-phase HPLC as previously described [10]. Single oxanosine (O)-containing
oligonucleotide was constructed by primer extension with dOTP and regular dNTPs as
previously described [10]. This 62-mer O-containing strand was annealed with a 66-mer
complementary strand at a ratio of 1:1.5 to form C/O, T/O, A/O and G/O base pairs (Fig.
3.1A).

C. Preparation of mammalian cell extracts.
Pig lung tissues (2000 g) were homogenized in a Warring blender with 2L of
extraction buffer containing 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 1 mM EDTA, 0.2 mM DTT, 0.1
mM PMSF (phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride), 0.5 µg/ml pepstatin and 0.5 µg/ml leupeptin
at 4°C. The extract was filtered through cheesecloth. Cell debris was removed by
centrifugation at 15,000 g for 10 min in a Beckman Coulter Avanti J-25 centrifuge.
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Proteins were precipitated by adding ammonium sulfate to 80% saturation. After dialysis
using Spectrum Spectra/Por 10 kD membrane against the dialysis buffer containing 20
mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 1 mM EDTA and 0.2 mM DTT, the supernatant was precipitated
by step-wise ammonium sulfate saturation from 20% to 80% with 10% increments.
Aag (-/-) and matched Aag (+/+) mouse tissues were thawed on ice in 2.5
volumes of glycosylase assay buffer containing 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.2), 100 mM KCl,
5 mM EDTA, 5 mM 2-mercaptoethanol as previously described [16]. Tissues were
homogenized on ice in a 7-ml Dounce homogenizer (Wheaton). Cell debris was removed
by centrifugation at 18,000 g for 30 min in a refrigerated microcentrifuge. The
supernatants were stored at –70°C prior to glycosylase activity assays.

D. DNA glycosylase activity assays..
DNA glycosylase cleavage assays were performed at 37ºC for 60 min in a 10 µl
reaction mixture containing 10 nM double-stranded or single-stranded oligonucleotide
substrate, indicated amount of glycosylase or cell extracts, 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.2),
100 mM KCl, 5 mM EDTA and 2 mM 2-mercaptoethanol as previously described [16].
The resulting abasic sites were cleaved by incubating at 95ºC for 5 min after adding 0.5
µl of 1 N NaOH. Reactions were quenched by addition of an equal volume of GeneScan
stop buffer. Samples (3.5 µl) were loaded onto a 7 M urea-10% denaturing
polyacrylamide gel. Electrophoresis was conducted at 1500 voltage for 1.6 hr using an
ABI 377 sequencer (Applied Biosystems). Cleavage products and remaining substrates
were quantified using GeneScan analysis software.
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E. Western blot analysis.
Western Blot analysis was carried out using SMUG1 and NEIL1 antibodies. The
protein samples were first separated on 12.5% SDS-PAGE, and then transferred onto a
PVDF membrane by electro-blotting at 100 V for 1 h using a Bio-Rad Mini Trans-Blot
apparatus. The membrane was probed with SMUG1 antibody (1:250 dilution) or NEIL1
antibody (1:5000 dilution), respectively; Horseradish peroxidase conjugated mouse antirabbit IgG (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) was used as secondary antibody. The color
reaction was developed using Opti-4CN as a substrate.
IV. Results and discussion

Figure 3.1: Oxanine DNA glycosylase activities in various tissues. A. Sequence of Ocontaining duplex oligonucleotide. FAM, 6-carboxyfluorescein. B. ODG activities in
cell extracts from wild type and Aag KO mice. The DNA glycosylase assays were
carried out at 37°C for 60 min in a 10 µl volume containing 9 µl (about 100 µg proteins)
of Aag (-/-) or matched Aag (+/+) cell extract and 1 µl of 100 nM substrate. M, 36-mer
length marker.
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A. ODG activities in Aag KO tissues.
Oxanine DNA glycosylase activities have been detected in mammalian extracts
and the major activity in mouse spleen tissues was attributed to the murine alkyladenine
DNA glycosylase, Aag [10]. To further understand deaminated base repair in
mammalian systems, we examined oxanine DNA glycosylase activities in various other
tissues from the Aag knockout (KO) mice and matched wild type mice. Protein extracts
were prepared from liver, lung, spleen, kidney, stomach, and brain tissues. The initial
glycosylase assay was performed using T/O and C/O substrates (Fig. 3.1A). Oxanine
DNA glycosylase activity was not detected in liver, kidney and brain due to nonspecific
degradation of the oligonucleotide substrates (Fig. 3.1B). ODG activity was found in the
spleen tissue of the wt mice but not in the spleen tissue of Aag KO mice. Consistent with
previous studies, these results indicate that Aag is the primary ODG activity in this tissue
[10]. Aag also appeared to be the major source of ODG activity in stomach, although the
existence of additional ODG could not be ruled out (Fig. 3.1B). ODG activity was
detected in extracts from lung in both the wt and Aag KO mice (Fig. 3.1B). The
intensities of the cleavage bands were higher in the wt tissue, suggesting that the ODG
activities in lung might come from Aag plus other glycosylases (Fig. 3.1B).
To more thoroughly investigate the ODG activities in lung, we assayed ODG
activities using all five O-containing substrates, C/O, T/O, G/O, A/O and single-stranded
O (Fig. 3. 2). As expected, the wt tissue showed strong activities against all O-containing
substrates. This is in keeping with our previous finding that mammalian Aag is active
towards both double-stranded and single-stranded O-containing substrates [10].
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Interestingly, all five O-containing substrates were also cleaved in the Aag KO tissue,
indicating that the additional ODG can act on both double-stranded and single-stranded
DNA (Fig. 3.2).

Figure 3.2: ODG activities in lung cell extracts from wild type and Aag KO mice.
The DNA glycosylase assays were carried out at 37°C for 60 min in a 10 µl volume
containing 9 µl of Aag (-/-) or matched Aag (+/+) lung cell extract and 1 µl of 100 nM
substrate.
B. Separation of ODG activities in pig lung tissues.
To identify the additional ODG enzymes in lung tissues, we set out to separate
ODG activities in large animal tissues. Crude protein extracts were prepared using lung
tissues from pigs and fractionated by stepwise ammonium sulfate precipitation. Since
Aag is a hypoxanthine DNA glycosylase (HDG), we assayed for the activity using a T/I
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substrate (Fig. 3.3A). The HDG activity was found mainly in 30-50% ammonium sulfate
saturation (Fig. 3.3A). On the other hand, ODG activities as represented by cleavage of
C/O substrate was detected in all fractions. Thus, whereas the ODG activities in 30-50%
cuts may primarily come from Aag, ODG activities in other fractions may represent
previously unknown activities. We then pooled 60-80% fractions together and pursued
further separation by Q column ion exchange chromatography. ODG activity was found
in fraction 44 (Fig. 3.3B). To verify the source of this additional ODG activity, we
performed hypoxanthine DNA glycosylase assay in all fractions after Q column
chromatography. HDG activity was not found in any of the fractions, indicating that Aag
was not the source of the ODG activity (data not shown).
(A)
T
C
O
I
(NH4)2SO4
20 30 40 50 60 70 80 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Pos.

36-mer
Figure 3.3: ODG activities in fractionated samples. Pos: positive control lane in
which the C/O substrate was treated with hAAG. A. Ammonium sulfate fractions of
crude extracts from pig lungs. Crude extracts prepared from pig lung tissues as described
in Materials and Methods were precipitated by step-wise ammonium sulfate saturation. I:
inosine or hypoxanthine. The inosine-containing strand of the T/I substrate was labeled
with FAM fluorophore [34]. The oxanine DNA glycosylase assays were conducted in a
reaction mixture (10 µl) containing 10 nM fluorescently labeled oligonucleotide substrate
(T/I, C/O), 2 µl of ammonium sulfate-fractionated cell extract, 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.2),
100 mM KCl, 5 mM EDTA and 2 mM 2-mercaptoethanol. After incubating at 37°C for
60 min, the reaction mixtures were supplemented with 0.5 µl of 1 N NaOH and incubated
at 95°C for 5 min to cleave the resulting AP sites from glycosylase action.
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(B)

Fract

42

44 46 48 50 52 54

Figure 3.4: ODG activities in fractionated samples. B. Q column separation of ODG
activities. Ammonium sulfate fractions (60-80%) of pig lung tissues were applied to a
100 ml Q column and eluted by a salt gradient (0-1M NaCl). The elution volume was
500 ml and collected as 10 ml per fraction. The ODG activity assay was conducted in a
reaction mixture (10 µl) containing 10nM fluorescently labeled oligonucleotide substrate
(C/O), 2 µl of fraction and other components as detailed in Materials and Methods.

C. Identification of ODG activities in NEIL1 and SMUG1.
To determine whether any known mammalian DNA glycosylase was accountable
for the additional ODG activity, we performed ODG activity assay on all known human
DNA glycosylases. Among the nine enzymes tested, we observed weak ODG activities
in hNEIL1 and hSMUG1 (Fig. 3.4A). ODG activities from both hNEIL1 and hSMUG1
were active on both double-stranded and single-stranded substrates (Fig. 3.4A).
To determine whether the ODG activity observed in fraction 44 was attributable
to NEIL1 or SMUG1, we performed a Western blot analysis using NEIL1 and SMUG1
antibodies. While the NEIL1 antibody showed negative results against all Q column
fractions, the SMUG1 antibody was positive in fraction 44. These results suggested that
the additional ODG activity can be attributed to SMUG1 enzyme (Fig. 3.4B).
To determine the fractions that contained NEIL1 protein, we performed Western
blot analysis using all fractions from ammonium sulfate precipitation. NEIL1 was found
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in 40-50% fractions (Fig. 3.4C), suggesting that NEIL1 was not separated from Aag by
ammonium sulfate precipitation.

Figure 3.5: Examination of ODG activity of purified human DNA glycosylases. A.
ODG activity of purified human DNA glycosylases. Glycosylase assays were performed
as described in Materials and Methods with 100 nM human glycosylase. B. Western blot
analysis using anti-SMUG1 antibody on Q column fractions. C. Western blot analysis
using anti-NEIL1 antibody on fractions from ammonium sulfate precipitation.
Since hAAG, hNEIL1 and hSMUG1 all contained ODG activities, we compare
their activities using all five O-containing substrates and purified enzymes (Fig. 3.5).
hAAG possessed the highest ODG activity against all five substrates. After one-hr
incubation, around 35% of substrates were cleaved by hAAG, 8% by hNEIL1 and 3% by
hSMUG1. All three enzymes were equally active on both double-stranded and singlestranded DNA. The low glycosylase activities of hNEIL1 and hSMUG1 against oxanine
appear to be intrinsic to the enzymes. Assayed under the same reaction conditions,
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hNEIL1 and hSMUG1 showed about 39% cleavage of 5-hydroxyuracil (OHU)containing substrate (G/OHU) and about 42% cleavage of G/U substrate, respectively
(Fig. 3.5A). These levels of glycosylase activities are comparable to the values
previously reported [17-19]. The ODG activity from hAAG observed in this work is also
similar to an earlier study performed in our laboratory although they are different batches
of hAAG protein [10].

Figure 3.6: Cleavage of O-containing substrates by hAAG, hNEIL1 and hSMUG1.
The ODG assays were conducted as described in Materials and Methods in a reaction
mixture containing 10 nM fluorescently labeled oligonucleotide substrate (C/O, T/O,
A/O, G/O and single-stranded O) and 100 nM of purified human glycosylase. A.
Representative Genescan gel picture of ODG activity. I, hypoxanthine; *U, 5hydroxyuracil; U, uracil. I-containing strand is a 60-mer (FAMCCCGCAACAAGACTAGAGGATCAAACTATGA
CAACTIACGCAACACCGCAGACGCTGGGG-3’). *U-containing strand is identical
to the 62-mer shown in Fig. 3.1A except that O is replaced by 5-hydroxyuracil (Midland).
U-containing strand is a 60-mer identical to the I-containing strand except that
hypoxanthine (I) is replaced by uracil. B. Quantification of ODG activity. Cleavage
products and remaining substrates were quantified using GeneScan analysis software.
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D. Mammalian oxanine DNA glycosylases
Oxanine is a deaminated product of guanine generated by substitution of N1nitrogen with oxygen [7]. The mutagenic nature of this DNA lesion has been studied
using E. coli and human DNA polymerases [9,10,20,21]. Bacterial base excision repair
(BER) enzymes that can act on oxanine have been investigated using purified proteins
from E. coli. It was reported that E. coli AlkA, endo VIII and Fpg contained weak ODG
activities [22,23]. In addition to enzymes in BER, bacterial endonuclease V can also
cleave both double-stranded and single-stranded O-containing DNA [21]. However, the
mode of action is different from DNA glycosylases since endonuclease V is an authentic
endonuclease.
In mammalian systems, Aag appears to be the primary source of ODG in some
tissues [10]. Using Aag KO mice, this study reveals additional sources of ODG activities
in some tissues such as lung. The ODG activity in the 20% ammounium sulfate fraction
may represent a novel unknown ODG activity. Further experiments are needed to
uncover the nature of this repair activity. The detection of ODG activity from NEIL1 by
this investigation and a previous study indicates mammalian NEIL1 is a broad substrate
DNA glycosylase [23]. This is consistent with the previous observation that human
NEIL1 is active towards a variety of oxidatively damaged base lesions [17,24]. NEIL2 is
another homolog of E. coli endonuclease VIII found in mammalian systems. In keeping
with its narrow substrate specificity, we did not find ODG activity in NEIL2. These
results suggest that mammalian NEIL1 and NEIL2 have adopted a different path in
evolving their substrate specificities.
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Another significant finding from this study is detection of ODG activity from
SMUG1. SMUG1 was initially identified as a single-stranded uracil DNA glycosylase
but later found active on double-stranded uracil-containing DNA and some uracil
derivatives [19,25-28]. Based on the crystal structure of SMUG1-DNA complex, it was
proposed that the base recognition pocket of SMUG1 resembles the chimeric active site
of UNG and MUG/TDG [29,30]. Although human TDG was considered a T/G and U/G
DNA glycosylase, it showed weak activity against some hypoxanthine-containing DNA
[31] and H. Lee and W. Cao, unpublished data). In addition to the ODG activity reported
here, we also detected xanthine DNA glycosylase activity in hSMUG1 (L. Dong and W.
Cao, unpublished data). Taken together, these data indicate that the active sites of
SMUG1 and MUG/TDG family proteins are more plastic than previously recognized,
which allow them to excise both pyrimidine and purine deaminated base damages.
Despite of its weak catalytic activity (Fig. 3.5), the fact that we were able to detect ODG
in column-separated fractions is consistent with high level of uracil DNA glycosylase
activity from SMUG1 in lung tissues [25]. It is well known that reactive nitrogen species
cause DNA base deamination [3,32,33]. Since lungs are the largest gas exchange tissue
that are exposed to reactive nitrogen species, SMUG1 may play a significant role in
repair of deaminated base damage in lung.
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CHAPTER FOUR
NEW XANTHINE DNA GLYCOSYLASE ACTIVITIES
IN MAMMALIAN SYSTEMS
I. Abstract
DNA which stores genetic information is frequently damaged in cells. The DNA
bases carrying an exocyclic amino group [adenine (A), guanine (G), cytosine (C)] can
experience deamination even under both physiological conditions and environment stress.
Xanthine (X), derived from guanine; is potentially cytotoxic and mutagenic. Recent
studies indicate the necessity of repairing xanthine in cells. However, current research in
this area is limited. Alkyladenine glycosylase (AAG) is the only glycosylase that has
been reported to repair xanthine in mammalian systems. In the study reported here,
addition xanthine DNA glycosylase (XDG) activity was found in Aag knockout mice.
Data obtained from xanthine DNA cleavage assays using purified glycosylases
demonstrated that hSMUG1 contained weak but detectable XDG activities. Analysis of
the partially purified proteins from mammalian extracts proved that SMUG1 contributed
to this additional XDG activity. Moreover, during partial purification, XDG activity from
an unknown protein was also detected. Research is underway to identify and characterize
this novel XDG activity.
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II. Introduction
DNA bases carrying an exocyclic amino group, namely adenine (A), guanine (G),
cytosine (C) and 5-methyl cytosine (5-MeC), are subject to deamination spontaneously at
physiological condition [1] . The rate of base deamination is enhanced by heat [2], UV
radiation [3], nitrous acid (HNO2) and nitric oxide (NO·) [4-6]. Hypoxanthine (I), uracil
(U) and thymine (T) are the corresponding deamination products derived from A, C and
5-MeC, respectively, while xanthine (X) and oxanine (O) are those derived from guanine.
DNA base deamination is also induced by reactive nitrogen species [7, 8]. The formation
of xanthine from guanine facilitated by nitrous acid treatment via the formation of
unstable N-nitroso (-N-N

O) [9]. It has been assumed that xanthine in DNA is prone to

spontaneous depurination due to the instability of the C’-N glycosidic bond [10];
however, recent studies have indicated that X is stable in DNA under physiological
conditions [11].
The mutagenic potential of xanthine is controversial. Using Drosophila DNA
polymerase α, dTTP is inserted opposite X to produce G/C to A/T transitions [12].
However, a more recent study suggests that dXTP is inserted opposite C instead of T
using Klenow fragment of Escherichia coli DNA polymerase 1, whereas the reverse
transcriptase from human immuno deficiency virus can insert a C or T opposite X with
equal efficiency [13]. Although the incorporation preference data is different, the
formations of X:C and X:T are induced with all the tested DNA polymerase, indicating
that X in template DNA induces the G/C to A/T transitions.
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Research into xanthine repair is limited. In bacteria, AlkA was the first
glycosylase found to process xanthine efficiently; xanthine has also been shown to be
cleaved by endonuclease VIII [14]. Bacterial endonuclease V has also been found to
exhibit efficient deoxyxanthosine endonuclease activity [15].
In yeast, S. pombe TDG (Spo TDG) has been found to remove xanthine; it is the
first glycosylase found in yeast to repair xanthine efficiently. Interestingly, Spo TDG
exhibits glycosylase activities on all four deaminated bases, xanthine, oxanine,
hypoxanthine and uracil. These activities follow the descending order of X>I>U>>O
[16].
In mammals, alkyladenine DNA glycosylase (AAG in humans, Aag in mice) is
the only xanthine glycosylase to be reported [13], however, additional xanthine DNA
glycosylase (XDG) activities has been found in Aag knockout mice. The XDG activity
assay conducted on the known human DNA glycosylases demonstrated that hSMUG1
exhibits cleavage activity on C/X, T/X, A/X and G/X base pairs as well as on singlestranded X-containing DNA. Moreover, during the purification of the new XDG,
significant XDG activity from unknown protein(s) was found.

III. Materials and Methods
A. Reagents, media and strains.
All routine chemical reagents were purchased from Sigma Chemicals (St. Louis,
MO), Fisher Scientific (Suwanee, GA) or VWR (Suwanee, GA). E. coli Klenow
Fragment (3’ exo-) was purchased from New England Biolabs (Beverly, MA). BSA and
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dNTPs, were purchased from Promega (Madison, WI). Deoxyribooligonucleotides were
ordered from Integrated DNA Technologies Inc. (Coralville, IA). Protein assay kit, the
horseradish peroxidase substrate Opti-4CN for western blot and PVDF membrane were
purchased from Bio-Rad (Hercules, CA). SMUG1 polyclonal antibody against the
common peptide (GMNPGPFGMAQTG) in hSMUG1, mouse SMUG1 and pig SMUG1
was synthesized by Sigma-Genosys (The Woodlands, TX). GeneScan Stop Buffer
consisted of 80% formamide (Amresco, Solon, OH), 50 mM EDTA (pH 8.0), and 1%
blue dextran (Sigma Chemicals).

B. Construction of xanthine-containing oligodeoxyribonucleotide substrates.
Deoxyxanthosine 3’-triphosphate (dXTP) was generated by treating
deoxyguanosine 3’-triphosphate (dGTP, Sigma) with acidified sodium nitrite and purified
by reverse-phase HPLC as previously described [17]. Single xanthosine(X)-containing
oligonucleotide was constructed by primer extension with dXTP and regular dNTPs as
previously described [17]. This 62-mer X-containing strand was annealed with a 66-mer
complementary strand at a ratio of 1:1.5 to form C/X, T/X, A/X and G/X base pairs (Fig.
4.1A).

C. DNA glycosylase activity assays.
DNA glycosylase cleavage assays were performed at 37ºC for 60 min in a 10 µl
reaction mixture containing 10 nM double-stranded or single-stranded oligonucleotide
substrate, indicated amount of glycosylase or cell extracts, 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.2),
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100 mM KCl, 5 mM EDTA and 2 mM 2-mercaptoethanol as previously described [18].
The resulting abasic sites were cleaved by incubating at 95ºC for 5 min after adding 0.5
µl of 1 N NaOH. Reactions were quenched by addition of an equal volume of GeneScan
stop buffer. Samples (3.5 µl) were loaded onto a 7 M urea-10% denaturing
polyacrylamide gel. Electrophoresis was conducted at 1500 voltage for 1.6 hr using an
ABI 377 sequencer (Applied Biosystems). Cleavage products and remaining substrates
were quantified using GeneScan analysis software.

D. Preparation of mammalian cell extracts.
Aag (-/-) and matched Aag (+/+) mouse lung tissues were thawed on ice in 2.5
volumes of glycosylase assay buffer containing 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.2), 100 mM KCl,
5 mM EDTA and 5 mM 2-mercaptoethanol as previously described [18]. Tissues were
homogenized on ice in a 7-ml Dounce homogenizer (Wheaton). Cell debris was removed
by centrifugation at 18,000 g for 30 min in a refrigerated microcentrifuge. The
supernatants were stored at –70°C prior to glycosylase activity assays.
Pig lung tissues (2000 g) were homogenized in a Warring blender with 2L of
extraction buffer containing 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 1 mM EDTA, 0.2 mM DTT, 0.1
mM PMSF (phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride), 0.5 µg/ml pepstatin and 0.5 µg/ml leupeptin
at 4°C. The extract was filtered through cheesecloth. Cell debris was removed by
centrifugation (15,000Χg, 10 min) in a Beckman Coulter Avanti J-25 centrifuge.
Proteins were precipitated by adding ammonium sulfate to 80% saturation. After dialysis
using Spectrum Spectra/Por 10 kD membrane against dialysis buffer containing 20 mM
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Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 1 mM EDTA and 0.2 mM DTT, the supernatant was precipitated by
step-wise ammonium sulfate saturation from 20% to 80% with 10% increments.

E. Purification of novel XDG
70%-80% ammonium sulfate precipitation fractions was suspended in and
dialyzed against buffer A (20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 1 mM EDTA and 0.2 mM DTT).
The clarified supernatant was loaded onto a 100 ml Q Sepharose column (GE healthcare)
equilibrated in buffer A and eluted with a linear gradient of 0–1 M NaCl in buffer A. The
elution volume was 500 ml and collected as 10 ml per fraction. Fractions were assayed
for enzymatic activity. Fractions 16-36 (Fig. 4.3), which contained most of the activity,
were combined and treated with ammonium sulfate (80% saturation). The precipitate was
resuspended and dialyzed against buffer A.

F. Western blot analysis
Western blot analysis was carried out using a SMUG1 antibody. The protein
samples were first separated on 12.5% SDS-PAGE, and then transferred onto a PVDF
membrane by electro-blotting at 100 V for 1 h using a Bio-Rad Mini Trans-Blot
apparatus. The membrane was probed with SMUG1 antibody (1:250 dilution);
Horseradish peroxidase conjugated mouse anti-rabbit IgG (Santa Cruz Biotechnology)
was used as secondary antibody. The color reaction was developed using Opti-4CN as a
substrate.
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IV. Results and discussion
A. XDG activities in Aag KO lung tissues
AAG has been reported to repair xanthine [13]. Previous study in our group
indicated that ODG activity was detected in extracts from lung in both the wt and Aag
KO mice [19]. To investigate the XDG activities in lung, we assayed XDG activities
using all five X-containing substrates, C/X, T/X, G/X, A/X and single-stranded X (Fig.
4.1B). The wt tissue showed strong activities against all X-containing substrates.
Interestingly, all five X-containing substrates were also cleaved by the Aag KO tissue
extracts, indicating that the additional XDG can act on both double-stranded and singlestranded DNA (Fig. 4.1B).
A

5’-TACCCCAGCGTCTGCGGTGTT GCGT NAGTTGTCATAGTTTGATCCTCTAGTCTTGTTGCGGGTTCC-3’
3’-ATGGGGTCGCAGACGCCACAACGCAXTCAACAGTATCAAACTAGGAGATCAGAACAACGCCC-FAM5’

B
Pos

Figure 4.1: XDG activities in lung cell extracts from wild type and Aag KO mice.
Pos: positive control lane in which the C/X substrate was treated with hAAG. A.
Sequence of X-containing duplex oligonucleotide. FAM, 6-carboxyfluorescein. B. The
DNA glycosylase assays were carried out at 37°C for 60 min in a 10 µl volume
containing 9 µl of Aag (-/-) or matched Aag (+/+) lung cell extract and 1 µl of 100 nM
substrate. PC is positive control with 100 nM hAAG and 10 nM C/X.
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B. Separation of XDG activities in pig lung tissues
To identify the proteins responsible for additional XDG activity in lung tissues,
we performed the separation of XDG activities in animal tissues. Proteins were extracted
from pig lung tissues and fractionated by stepwise ammonium sulfate precipitation.
Since Aag is the only hypoxanthine DNA glycosylase (HDG) in mammalian system [1820], we assayed for the HDG activity. Using T/I substrate, we detected HDG activity in
30-50% ammonium sulfate saturation fractions (Fig. 4.2). However, XDG activities were
detected in all fractions (Fig. 4.2). Since the XDG activities in 30-50% cuts may
primarily derived from Aag, XDG activities in other fractions may represent previously
unknown activities.

AAG

AAG

???

Figure 4.2: XDG activities in ammonium sulfate fractionated samples. Crude
extracts prepared from pig lung tissues as described in Materials and Methods were
precipitated by step-wise ammonium sulfate saturation. I: inosine or hypoxanthine. The
inosine-containing strand of the T/I substrate was labeled with FAM fluorophore[15].
The xanthine DNA glycosylase assays were conducted in a reaction mixture (10 µl)
containing 10 nM fluorescently labeled oligonucleotide substrate (T/I, C/X), 2 µl of
ammonium sulfate-fractionated cell extract, 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.2), 100 mM KCl, 5
mM EDTA and 2 mM 2-mercaptoethanol. After incubating at 37°C for 60 min, the
reaction mixtures were supplemented with 0.5 µl of 1 N NaOH and incubated at 95°C for
5 min to cleave the resulting AP sites from glycosylase action.
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Ammonium sulfate fractions 70-80% were pooled together and separated further
by Q column ion exchange chromatography. XDG activity was found in fraction 16-36
and fraction 44 (Fig. 4.3). To exclude the possibility that AAG remained in those XDG
activity fractions, we carried out hypoxanthine DNA glycosylase assay in all fractions
after Q column chromatography. HDG activity was not detected in any of the fractions,
indicating that AAG was not in those XDG activity fractions (data not shown).
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Figure 4.3: Q column separation of XDG activities. Ammonium sulfate fractions (7080%) of pig lung tissues were applied to a 100 ml Q column and eluted by a salt gradient
(0-1M NaCl). The elution volume was 500 ml and collected as 10 ml per fraction. The
XDG activity assay was conducted in a reaction mixture (10 µl) containing 10nM
fluorescently labeled oligonucleotide substrate (C/X), 2 µl of fraction and other
components as detailed in Materials and Methods.

C. Identification of SMUG1 as XDG.
To determine whether the additional XDG activity is derived from any known
mammalian DNA glycosylase, we tested all known human DNA glycosylases’ cleavage
activities to xanthine in double-stranded and single-stranded DNA substrates. Among the
nine enzymes tested, we detected weak XDG activities in hSMUG1 (Fig. 4.4). To
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determine whether SMUG1 is accountable for the XDG activities observed in fraction
16-36 and fraction 44, we performed a western blot analysis using SMUG1 antibodies.
SMUG1 was detected in fraction 44 (Fig. 4.5A).
Purified hSMUG1 cleaves xanthine in double-stranded and single-stranded DNA
without preference to the opposite base (Fig. 4.5B). The cleavage efficiencies for Xcontaining substrates were lower than those for U-containing substrates, indicating that
hSMUG1 is a less efficient enzyme for xanthine substrates (Fig. 4.5C).

Figure 4.4: Examination of XDG activity of purified human DNA glycosylases.
XDG activity of purified human DNA glycosylases. Glycosylase assays were performed
as described in Materials and Methods with 100 nM human glycosylase.
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A

C

B

Figure 4.5: Cleavage of X-containing substrates by hSMUG1. A. Western blot
analysis using anti-SMUG1 antibody on Q column fractions. B. Cleavage of Xcontaining substrates by hSMUG1. The XDG assays were conducted as described in
Materials and Methods in a reaction mixture containing 10 nM fluorescently labeled
oligonucleotide substrate (C/X, T/X, A/X, G/X and single-stranded X) and 100 nM of
purified human glycosylase. U,uracil. U-containing strand is a 60-mer (FAMCCCGCAACAAGACTAGAGGATCAAACTATGACAACTUACGCAACACCGCAG
ACGCTGGGG-3’) C. Quantification of XDG activity from hSMUG1. Cleavage
products and remaining substrates were quantified using GeneScan analysis software.
E. Multiple xanthine DNA glycosylases in mammalian systems.
Xanthine is the primary deaminated product of guanine in mammalian cells
exposed to nitric oxide [6, 9]. Its mutagenicity has been studied using E. coli and
Drosophila polymerases [12, 13]. In bacterial systems, E. coli AlkA and endonuclease
VIII have been reported to cleave xanthine [13, 14]. Bacterial endonuclease V can also
cleave xanthine in double-stranded and single-stranded DNA [15, 21, 22]. XDG activity
in S pombe TDG has been detected in yeast systems [16].
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In mammalian systems, AAG was the first glycosylase reported to repair xanthine
[13]. By using Aag KO mice extracts, the study reported here revealed novel XDG
activities (Fig. 4.1). By using ammonium sulfate stepwise precipitation, this novel XDG
was separated from AAG in pig lung tissues (Fig. 4.2). The novel XDGs were further
purified in 70-80% ammonium sulfate fraction. The XDG activity in 20% ammounium
sulfate fraction may be attributed to a novel XDG. Further experiments are needed to
investigate this repair activity.
Oxanine DNA glycosylase activity has been reported in hSMUG1[19],
consistently, we detected xanthine DNA glycosylase activity in hSMUG1. In addition,
Geobacter. Metallireducens SMUG1 has recently been found to maintain a high level of
glycosylase activity towards xanthine [23]. SMUG1 (single-strand-selective
monofunctional uracil-DNA glycosylase), initially identified by in vitro expression
cloning [24], was originally found to have a preference for single-stranded DNA
substrates but later was found active on double-stranded uracil-containing DNA and
several uracil derivatives [24-28]. The crystal structure of SMUG1- DNA complex
indicated that SMUG1, similar to the other UDGs, employs a nucleotide flipping
mechanism for base recognition and binding [29, 30]. The XDG and ODG activities
found in SMUG1 indicate that it probably possesses the structural flexibility to repair
both pyrimidine and purine deaminated base damages.
Another important finding documented in this research is the presence of novel
XDG. Partial purification of the novel XDG(s) in mammalian system using Q column
separation detected at least two XDG activity peaks (Fig. 4.3). SMUG1 protein was
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found to contribute to a minor XDG activity peak in high salt concentration elution
fractions (Fig. 4.5). However, the protein contributing to the major activity peak was not
identified.
The experiment data generated here had laid a solid foundation for the study of
backup xanthine repair mechanism in mammalian system. The future research is needed
to investigate the repair mechanism and collaboration of these XDGs in xanthine repair
pathways.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Xanthine and oxanine are DNA deaminated lesions derived from guanine, both
causing the G : C to A : T transitions frequently found in human tumours [1]. However,
since the research in xanthine and oxanine repair is limited (Table 5.1), the purpose of
this project was to increase the knowledge on xanthine and oxanine DNA glycosylases in
yeast and mammalian systems.

Hypoxanthine

Uracil

Xanthine

Oxanine

Bacterial

Endo V
AlkA

Endo V
UNG, MUG
Geo
SMUG1b[4]

Endo V[5]
AlkA

Yeast

MAG
Spo TDG[6]
AAG

UNG
SpoTDG[6]
UNG,
SMUG1,
TDG, MBD4

Endo V,
AlkA,
Endo VIII,
Geo
SMUG1[4]
Spo TDG[6]

Mammalian

AAG,
hSMUG1[4]

SpoTDG[6]
AAG[7],
hSMUG1[8],
hNEIL1

a. This table combines information about the repair of deaminated base damage in
bacterial, yeast and mammalian systems (review [2-3] with the results of the
studies reported in our group [4-8]).
b. Repair activities found in our group were indicated in bold.

Table 3.1: Proteins repairing deaminated base damage
This project resulted in the first report of a protein Schizosaccharomyces pombe
thymine DNA glycosylase (Spo TDG) in the repair of xanthine and oxanine in yeast
(Table 3.1). Moreover, this is the first report of a glycosylase exhibiting repair activity on
all four deaminated DNA bases (xanthine, oxanine, uracil and hypoxanthine). To
determine the amino acid residues critical for the substrate specificity of Spo TDG, site-
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directed mutagenesis was conducted and the relationship among substitutions, binding
affinity and substrate recognition was studied [6]. Full understanding of the molecular
mechanisms involvled in base recognition, binding and hydrolysis by S pombe thymine
DNA glycosylase requires further research on the structure of this protein, e.g.
crystallographic study and analysis of this enzyme as it interacts with various substrates.
The mutation results documented in this project provide an important foundation for
further structural studies.
This project also investigated the novel glycosylase activities on xanthine and
oxanine in mammalian system. AAG is the only glycosylase reported to excise xanthine
and oxanine in mammalian systems [7, 9]. However, the additional glycosylase activity
detected in AAG deficient mice prompted the identification of backup xanthine and
oxanine glycosylases in mammalian systems. hSMUG1 and hNEIL1 cleave oxanine with
weak but detectable activities [8]; in addition, hSMUG1 also exhibits weak excision
activity on xanthine [4] (Table 3.1). It has been reported that hNEIL1 stimulated the
glycosylase activity of hOGG1 by increasing the turnover of hOGG1 [10]. In the future,
it will be interesting to study the cooperation of multiple XDGs or ODGs (hAAG,
hSMUG1 and hNEIL1 on reparing oxanine, hAAG and hSMUG1 on reparing xanthine)
in mammalian system. Another important finding in this project is the detection of
xanthine and oxanine DNA glycosylse activities of unknown protein(s); the purification
of novel xanthine DNA glycosylase is still in progress. It is possible that the
identification of novel XDG will lead in the discovery of a new class of glycosylases
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specific to xanthine and oxanine DNA lesions. Research will continue once the new XDG
gene is identified.
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